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Dear Reader!
This book is trying to translate Buddhist concepts and philosophy into graphic symbols
combined with short, accessible explanations.
It is a work in progress, mainly based on
teachings of the Nalanda Mahayanna Gelug
tradition: like HH the Dalai Lama, Lama Yeshe,
Lama Zopa, Geshe Tashi Tsering, Venerable
Robina and Geshe Namdak.
I hope you enjoy it. Please keep in mind that it
is just a collection of a lay persons notes and
thoughts, with quotes from the great teachers
that I am dedicating this book to.
Christian Jelen
London, June 2022

Please feel free to contact me for any suggestion, feedback
or criticism (jc@jayceee.com)
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A Buddhist World View
- for young minds
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1.
Bodhicitta:
Setting our motivation
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Happiness: Physical Comfort versus Mental
Comfort
Isn’t the one purpose of our life happiness? Happiness is
based on:
– Physical comfort
– Mental comfort
We can acquire physical comfort mainly through money.
Mental comfort is far superior and meaningful. The reason
being, if our mental state is calm and happy, then we can
subdue some small physical discomfort, even a degree of
pain.

Unhappy living in a palace

Happy living in a cave
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On the other hand: if the mind is somehow restless or uncomfortable, then even if we have a lot of material wealth,
we will not be happy, that is very clear. Therefore, the mental experience is more important than the physical experience. Since mental comfort is so important it automatically
raises the question: “Can we somehow train our mind to be
happier?” And: “What IS the mind”?

Exploring our motivation to study: Why do I investigate the mind?

Motivation is the reason why we are doing something: Do I
learn, so I can be happy...Or so myself AND others can be
happy? The two important reasons for studying the mind
are : the intimate connection between mind and karma
and the crucial role our mind plays in our experience of happiness and suffering.

My own happiness compared with every body: Everyone is
important but compared to all sentient beings we do not
matter much
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The first sign of civilization in a culture...
..is proof of a person with a healed leg

“In the rest of the animal kingdom, if you break your leg,
you die. You can’t run away from danger, go to the river
to drink water or hunt to feed yourself. You become fresh
meat for predators. No animal survives a broken leg long
enough for the bone to heal. A broken femur who healed is
proof that someone took the time to stay with the one who
fell, healed the wound, kept the person safe and took care
of them until they recovered. Helping someone through difficulties is the starting point of civilization “
Margaret Mead

“The highest perfection of altruism, the ultimate altruism, is
bodhicitta complemented by wisdom. Bodhicitta—the aspiration to bring about the welfare of all sentient beings and
to attain buddhahood for their sake—is really the distilled
essence, the squeezed juice, of all the Buddha’s teachings,
because ultimately, the Buddha’s intention is to lead all
sentient beings to perfect enlightenment, complete omniscience. Since it is bodhicitta that determines whether or not
our practice becomes the path to enlightenment, bodhicitta
is truly the heart essence of all the teachings of the Buddha.”
Dalai Lama XIV
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Bodhicitta - the “awakening mind”, the”mind of
enlightenment” or “the thought of enlightenment.”
Bodhicitta is the best possible motivation one can have for
any action: to skilfully benefit all sentient beings: The spontaneous wish to attain enlightenment motivated by great
compassion for all sentient beings, accompanied by a falling
away of the attachment to the illusion of an inherently existing self.

“What need is there to say more? The childish work for their
own benefit, The Buddhas work for the benefit of others.
Just look at the difference between them.”
Shantideva
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The Bodhisattva ideal
The name “Bodhisattva” refers to anyone who has generated
bodhicitta, a spontaneous wish and compassionate mind to
attain Buddhahood for the benefit of all sentient beings. The
arising of bodhicitta does not only occur at the beginning of
the Bodhisattva path but evolves through practice.

“There are two kinds of aspiration in the realization of bodhicitta: the aspiration concerned for the welfare of all sentient
beings and the aspiration to attain buddhahood for their
sake. The spontaneous intention to attain buddhahood for
the benefit of all sentient beings occurs when these two aspirations are complete. This is the realization of bodhicitta,
the mind of enlightenment. At this point, the student has
become a practitioner of the highest capacity and all activities and practices motivated by bodhicitta are those of the
Greater Vehicle, the Mahayana.”
Dalai Lama XIV
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Pāramitās: “bases of training” for those looking
to achieve enlightenment
They are a set of 6 character ideals guiding self-cultivation
and provide a concrete image of the Buddhist ideal.
1. generosity, giving of oneself
2. virtue, morality, discipline,
proper conduct
3. patience,
tolerance, forbearance, acceptance, endurance

4. energy, diligence, vigour, effort
5. one-pointed concentration, contemplation
6. wisdom, insight
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The four immeasurables
“Spirituality is a way of conditioning our path, our energy”

Equanimity

Love

Compassion

Joy

“The sudden awakeness happens, and then we become an
infant. Then after that, we explore how to work with phenomena, how to dance with phenomena, and at the same
time, how to relate with confused people.”
Chögyam Trungpa
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Types of Bodhicitta: King-, boat- or shepherd
-like Bodhicitta
The king primarily seeks his own benefit
but who recognizes that his benefit depends crucially on that of his kingdom
and his subjects: The inferior are said
to be those who by any of the various
means strive for their own benefit to
merely attain the pleasures of samsara.

The boatman ferries his passengers across
the river and simultaneously himself: The
mediocre are said to be those who turn
their back on samsara’s pleasures and also
refrain from evil deeds, yet pursue a personal peace.

The shepherd makes sure that
all his sheep arrive safely ahead
of him and places their welfare
above his own: The superior are
said to be those who through
understanding their own suffering deeply desire to completely
end the sufferings of all other beings.
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2.
The clear light mind
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States of mind: Valuable experiences, don’t ignore them
“All of us have had valuable experiences. It is important to
acknowledge, to be conscious of, and to recall those valuable
experiences. Then you will gain confidence and grow spiritually. It will help you. What you are, what you experience,
you cannot buy with money; they are the most precious part
of you. But instead, you try to ignore and throw them away;
you pick up and wear what you are not—completely foolish!”
“The mind is very powerful. We all have
Lama Yeshe
mind, including animals. Everybody has
mind. It does not matter about Him or
Them, or Them and Him, or whatever.
One’s state of mind is very powerful. It
can imagine destroying something, and it
destroys it. It can imagine creating something, and it creates it….. This is a kind of
humanistic approach. Man does exist, his
intelligence does exist.”
Chögyam Trungpa
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Our mind creates our world
The mind is powerful. Scientific and social endeavours can cause great happiness........ or
great suffering. They all started with a thoughtcreated by the mind.

Flight to the moon

Hiroshima bomb

Gandhi

Hitler
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2.1 Our mind - gross to subtle levels
Types of consciousness

Awake consciousness

Sleep consciousness

Dream consciousness

Faint consciousness

Death consciousness

Bardo consciousness
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Day, sleep and dream consciousness

While our senses - our sight,
hearing, and so on - are operating, thoughts are also flowing, but
the sensory consciousness dominates during the ordinary waking
state.
During deep sleep, sleep without
dreaming, there is another, deeper
level of consciousness that operates. First you sleep and then
when all the four elements have
sunk as in the death process, then
you reach clear light. Then, from
there you manifest the dream
body. The dream stage or dream
body is manifested from the sleep
when the dream mind is functioning. Then when you come back,
when you wake up again, the first
elements of the dream body absorb and you come back to the
sleeping stage and then to the
awakening stage.
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Faint and death consciousness

When someone faints, at which
point even the breath may stop,
another, still deeper level of
mind is experienced.
With the cessation of the body’s
grosser physical functioning, all
grosser levels of mind come to a
halt as well. What we ordinarily
know as the human mind is no
longer active. It stops. This process does not occur only at the
death-time, but also when we
sleep and when we faint. When
we have an orgasm there is also
a similar element to the death
experience. Subtle levels of consciousness The only indication
that a more subtle level of mind
is still present is the fact that
the bodies of some individuals
-trained meditators - remain
fresh even after they have been
declared clinically dead. With
a trained mind it is possible to
have- in the wakening state- an
experience that mirrors subtler
state of consciousness like the
death state of consciousness
for example. Very experienced
practitioners have also access
to the extremely subtle levels
of consciousness that continue
from life to life.
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2.2 Mind and matter
“At the most fundamental level,
no absolute division can be made
between mind and matter. Matter
in its subtlest form is Prana, a vital
energy which is inseparable from
the mind. These two are different
aspects of an indivisible reality.”
HH The 14th Dalai Lama

“There is no matter as such! All matter
originates and exists only by virtue of a
force which brings the particles of an atom
to vibration and holds this most minute
solar system of the atom together. . . . We
must assume behind this force the existence of a conscious and intelligent Mind.
This Mind is the matrix of all matter.”
Max Planck

“For my ally is the Force, and a
powerful ally it is. Life creates
it, makes it grow. Its energy
surrounds us and binds us. Luminous beings are we, not this
crude matter. You must feel
the Force around you; here,
between you, me, the tree,the
rock, everywhere, yes....”
The character “Yoda” in the movie “The empire strikes back”
(written by Leigh Brackett, Lawrence Kasdan and George
Lucas)
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We are 99.9 % empty space
We are made from atoms. Atoms are made from a nucleus
and electrons. Electrons are in constant motion around the
nucleus.

10-10 m empty space

Electron

Nucleus

All of humanity fits into a sugar cube if the empty space in
their atoms were removed

Hydrogen Atom
Electron

4 km

“Matter is frozen light”
David Bohm

Nucleus enlarged to size of
ping pong ball
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2.3 Is the mind a function of the brain?
The autonomous nervous system
Mind cannot be produced in a laboratory. Our mind has an
intimate connection with our brain. It is also closely connected to the rest of our body. Just as our state of mind affects
our physical health, so too does our physical state affect our
mind.

Humans have an
autonomic nervous
system which operate most of the
time without instructions from the
brain.
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The functioning mind in a damaged brain

In some cases people
with severe brain
damage have a functioning mind

In dying people whose brain
has been poorly functioning for
a long time, there is sudden
clarity.

The “Clear Light state of meditators” whose brain is dead but
whose body is not decomposing.
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Near death experiences provide evidence
There have been countess observations of a brain independent consciousness/enhanced consiousness and its ability to
perceive in a controlled scientific environment.
“In Dutch prospective studies on near-death experiences
(NDE) in survivors of cardiac arrest, 18% of the 344 included patients reported such an experience of enhanced
consciousness during the period of unconsciousness, during
clinical death, during a transient functional loss of the cortex
and the brainstem. An NDE seems to be an authentic experience which cannot be simply reduced to oxygen deficiency,
imagination, fear of death, hallucination, psychosis, or the
use of drugs, and people appear to be permanently changed
by an NDE during a cardiac arrest of only several minutes
duration.”
Pim vanLommel MD
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2.4 Definitions of the mind
Sem and Rigpa
Tibetan language has two words for two very different kinds
of “mind”: The ordinary automatic mind is called “Sem”. The
receptive stillness, which has no judgments, no associations,
Rigpa which translates as awareness.

The brain is a leaderless network with no command post
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The mind has no beginning or end
Mind is composed of subtle energetic moments, instead of
cells, atoms, or particles. In this way mind and matter have
different natures, and therefore, they have different substantive causes. A previous moment of mind creates the
present mind. The “You” of 13:22h is not exactly the “You”
of 13:21h. There is no permanent entity within us, there is
only the mind stream. This very subtle mind is called “clear
light mind”.
no end

no beginning

Mind at 13:22h

Mind at 13:21h

Qualities of mind streams
Although sentient beings mind streams vary in subtlety, they
all possess the same qualities:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Sentience
Intelligence
Memory
Inherent compassion
Ability to self observe
Luminosity

The mind takes clear cognizance of an object and
communicates a concrete
experience of that object to
the one experiencing it.
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Sentience

One quality of the mind is sentience, the ability to feel, perceive, be conscious, experience subjectivity and be aware of
one’s surroundings and itself. Sentience has been observed
in other beings: animals, non physical beings and even
plants.

Intelligence
The mind has the ability to
understand: Intelligence is
the ability to perceive information and apply it towards
adaptive behaviors within an
environment or context.

An octopus hiding from predators by covering himself
with shells
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From a Buddhist point of
view, the mind can understand everything once
it is purified. Intelligence
has also been observed
in animals, non physical beings and in plants.
Artificial intelligence is
intelligence in machines.

Memory
Memory is the faculty by which the mind stores and remembers information. As it is trained and purified, the mind can
access more and more memories The purified mind can for
example access memories of past lives.
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The mind is luminous
The mind has the quality to illuminate objects or concepts.
An untrained mind illuminating
A trained mind
illuminating

The mind has the quality to focus on concept and objects.

A trained mind focusing on an concept or
object

Our mind’s true nature is compassionate
Compassion is a mind that is motivated by cherishing other living
beings and wishes to release them
from their suffering. Love and kindness is the mind that wants others
to abide in happiness.

A loving mother feels compassion for all her children irrespective of whether they are behaving well or badly.
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This compassion , Bodhicitta, can be further cultivated
through training until it embraces all living beings without
exception. This universal compassion is the heart of Buddhism.

3 year old Luiz Antonio knows
it is wrong to eat sentient beings like this octopus

The mind’s pollution is not inherent
The ultimate nature of mind is pure. The purity is not a new
achievement or product, it was always present. All sentient
beings posses the clear mind, but in most cases it is “polluted”- mental obscuration due to past Karma. At the moment,
our mind stream is obscured by mental afflictions: ignorance
and attachment for example. We can cleanse it and use its
full potential- become a Buddha.

Now
(Polluted mind)

In the future:
Clean mind
with pollution
(ignorance
and attachment) removed
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The mind is “empty”
The mind doesn’t exist a thing that
never will change, that belongs to
“me,” it is not “my” clear light mind.
It is selfless.

You can’t lock your mind
away and keep it from others

In some cases 2
people are born with
memories from a
single deceased person.

Self observation
The mind has the capacity to observe
itself. It can become aware of itself while
still being engaged in its observed experience, like a memory for example.

Both observing mind and observed mental states are present at the same time.
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Compassion and creativity
Creativity is a state of being open. Its beneficial qualities can
extend to any area of our life. It is a state of natural flow,
one that spontaneously and effortlessly gives birth not only
to manifest form, but to all experiences of body, energy, and
mind. It is at once naturally joyful, peaceful, compassionate,
expansive, and powerful.
“When we talk about compassion, we talk in terms of being
kind. But compassion is not so much being kind; it is being
creative to wake a person up.”
Chögyam Trungpa
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Using logic to explain the nature of the mind
The nature of the mind, its clarity and awareness, are explained by the logic of:
1. Things are preceded by things of a similar type: mind
must have clarity and awareness as its substantial cause.

Similar type: only egg and sperm create a child
2. Things are preceded by a substantial cause: mind cannot
come about without causes:

0

No child ever has been created from nothing
3. Things cannot come from unrelated causes: mind has
gained familiarity with things in the past.

A baby can not be created by an apple seed.
4. Things have gained experience of things in the past:
Nothing can eliminate the continuity of subtle clarity and
awareness.
A baby learned to suckle in a
past life.
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2.5 Potential of the mind
Five forms of clairvoyance
On doing purification the mind becomes clearer and we can
access its inherent qualities:
-Divine hearing
-knowing others’ thoughts
-remembering past lives
-knowing the various rebirths of sentient beings

“However, even if the clairvoyance is highly developed, it is
still not always possible to protect against destructive, dangerous situations.. ...the main thing is to use it so people
can benefit, so they can practice more, do purification etc...”
Lama Zopa
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3.
Sentient beings
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3.1 Buddhist concepts describing the world

Permanent and impermanent phenomena
A permanent or unchanging phenomenon is one that is not
affected by circumstances and does not disintegrate moment
by moment. Examples for permanent phenomena are empty
space or the potential for Buddhahood. While they exist,
they are not subject to cause and effect.

The earth 4.8 billion years
ago...

... and the earth now:
changing every second

Anything that comes into existence has the seeds of it’s
destruction already within it. Nothing exists intrinsically.
Anything relying on cause and conditions is impermanent,
“empty” of inherent existence.
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Origin of phenomena
Everything comes into existence in dependence upon causes
and conditions.

0
Nothing comes into existence uncaused.

Types of phenomena
The types of causes for phenomena are external causes in
the form of physical objects and events, or internal causes
such as cognitive and mental events.

Visible phenomena

seeing smoke

Slightly hidden
phenomena

inferring fire
from smoke

Very hidden
phenomena

Complex Karmic
networks

Phenomena can be external objects or the subjective experiences of the mind.
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The “empty” big bang: No beginning, no end
The Big Bang did happen, but from a Buddhist point of
view, it was not the first (or will be the last) one. It is a “big
bounce”.

No beginning

No end

The universe is an unchanging amount of energy
displayed in myriads of
ever changing, interdependent phenomena. Nothing
is or was created.

The cup is “empty” of inherent existence.
Even when it is full of tea.

Space and the material elements
The material world is a combination of the 4 elements arranged in space. This is both the “external” world (eg a river
flowing through a landscape) and the “internal” world, e.g.
blood flowing through our veins. The concept of the five elements is an abstraction, not the actual physical substances.
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The 5 elements
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Wind is responsible for movement
Earth gives substance
Water holds things together
Fire heats or transforms
Space provides the living room for the sentient beings
Earth element
Represents the quality of solidity or attractive
forces. Any matter where attractive forces are in
prominence (solid bodies) are called earth elements.
Water element
Represents the quality of Liquidity or relative
motion. Any matter where relative motion of
particles is in prominence are called water elements.
Fire element
Represents the quality of heat or energy. Any
matter where energy is in prominence are
called fire elements.
Wind element
Represents the quality of expansion or repulsive
forces. Any matter where repulsive forces are in
prominence are called wind elements.
Space
Space provides the living room for the sentient
beings: made from the fire,water, wind and
earth elements.
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The five aggregates
For Buddhists, most sentient being are composed of five aggregates: Matter, sensation, perception, mental formations,
consciousness

1. Matter (fire, water, earth,
wind) existing in space.

2. Sensation (sensory experience of an object)
3. Perception: sensory and mental process that registers,
recognizes and labels
4. Mental formations, all types of mental imprints and conditioning triggered by an object
5. Consciousness: Awareness of an object and discrimination of its components and aspects, the base that supports
all experience.
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3.2 Buddhism and Evolution
The first cell
Single cell organisms appeared a
long time ago on earth. Some theories assume simple cells are likely
to form in hot volcanic underwater
springs. For Buddhists, life is created every moment, in a myriad of
forms. The universe is constantly
being created millions of times every second. It will always continue
to do so.

Genetic mutations
DNA

RNA

Evolution is the process by which
populations of organisms change
over generations. Genetic variations underlie these changes,
arising from gene mutations or
from natural genetic recombination.
Original gene sequence
Additional gene
Missing gene
Wrong seq

Environmental and other factors cause
mutation
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From genetic change to a new species
The interplay between inherited mutations and environmental pressures generates diversity among species. A single
mutation can have a large effect, but in many cases, evolutionary change is based on the accumulation of many mutations with small effects. Many mutations also interact with
each other to alter their effects (epistasis).

Original species

mutations

Methylation and epigenetics
Is there more to genes
than the slow process of
Darwinian evolution and
natural selection? Methylation can change the activity
of a DNA segment without
changing the sequence.
Traits of an offspring can be
influenced without alteration of the primary structure of DNA. This reversible
inherited change, which
does not alter the DNA
structure, is the essence
of epigenetics. A hidden,
incredibly complex karmic
network.
What your grand grandmother was smoking influences who you are today.
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new species

Which other factors are involved?

It is a mystery of how
cells can start so simple
and then develop specialised functions, yet all
have the same genetic
material.

“For Buddhists, the idea of genetic mutations being random
events is deeply unsatisfying for a theory that purports to
explain the origin of life. For Buddhists, compassion is a key
factor In nature, interdependence is the norm. From a Buddhist point of view cooperative, altruistic, emotionally intelligent actions of sentient beings are a main factor for evolution.”
HH Dalai Lama

Ants building a bridge with their bodies
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The evolution of cells
3.5 billion years ago?
First fossil evidence of single-celled organism, bacteria and archaeans

2.15 billion years ago?
Cyanobacteria appear
They can take in sunlight and carbon dioxide
to obtain energy, releasing oxygen as a byproduct.

2 billion years ago?
Eukaryotic cells – cells with internal “organs” start storing
their genes in the form of DNA.

The first plant

1.5 billion years ago?
The eukaryotic cells, ancestors of modern plants, fungi and
animals, split into separate lineages, evolving separately.
900 million years ago?
First fossil evidence of multicellular life

The first animal
820 million years ago
Placozoa may be the last common ancestor of all the animals.
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500 million years ago
Animals start exploring the land

489 million years ago: Great increase in diversity.

When did the mind emerge?
The mind manifests in different shades - from
very subtle with simple capacities to very powerful and omniscient.
We know who we
are - a stone does
not -

....but what
about a single
human cell?
Or a single cell of a plant?
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3.3 Definitions of sentient beings
Sentience in Buddhism
Sentient beings have the ability
to feel, perceive, be conscious,
experience subjectivity and be
aware of their surroundings and
them self. Other qualities are intelligence, memory, inherent compassion, the ability to self observe
and luminosity.
All sentient beings have the potential to become a Buddha: posess Buddhanature.

The 3 realms: desire, form and formless realm
1. Desire realm
beings preoccupied with desire for objects of the six
senses:hell beings, hungry ghosts, animals, humans, jealous
gods

2. Form realm
Seventeen classes of gods
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3. Formless realm
Four classes of gods involved in formless meditations.

The desire realm:3 types of suffering
1.
The suffering of suffering:
birth, sickness and old age.

2.
The suffering of change: clinging
to things that will inevitably change
3.
Pervasive suffering: anxiety and insecurity that colors even our happiest
moments. Deep down, we fear that life
doesn’t offer us solid ground and that
our very existence is questionable.
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3.4 Formless sentience
No body, only mind stream

The Bardo is a state between the past
and the future life. Time spent here depends on past karmic results. A mind
stream enjoys or suffers depending on
the illusions manifested in the state of
Bardo. The consciousness, driven by the
karmic force, is able to reach any place.
It possesses a strong power of clairvoyance.

Ghosts all over the world
Ghosts are generally described as solitary, human- like essences, though stories of ghostly armies and the ghosts of
animals rather than humans have also been recounted. They
haunt particular locations, objects, or people they were associated with in life.
The ghost who is very
like the living is far
more common than
any other. Just a sadder, paler version.
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Communication with formless beings
The deliberate
attempt to contact the spirit of
a deceased person is known as
necromancy, or
in spirit-ism as
a seance. Advanced practitioners and oracles
are aware and
able to communicate with
formless mind
streams.

“Born” spontaneously
Sentience is not always attached to form. The life cycle of
most sentient beings is: They arrive from a realm “A” into a
realm “B”. Some reproduce. As their Karma changes, they
are thrown into the next realm. If the mind stream is attached to a body, the body is left behind at death.
If, at the point of death, a mind stream is dominated by a
particular mental state, this state will naturally continue in
the formless realm.

If you examine your state of mind now, you can ask yourself
where you have been ....and where you are going
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3. 5 Overview and history of the mental
profiles of the “The Wheel of life”
Origin
The “Wheel of life” or “Bhavacakra” is a design painted on
the outside walls of Buddhist temples and monasteries. The
oldest existing version can be found in the Ajanta Caves in
India, dating from the 2nd century BCE to about 480 CE.
The “Bhavachakra” is a table of mental processes and its external effects. It describes the aimless, directionless wandering of the cycle of rebirth and suffering: Samsāra.

Gods
Humans

Jealous gods

Animals

Hungry ghosts
Hell beings

Outside Samsāra:Buddhas Bodhisattvas
Arhats/śrāvaka Arya beings Deities
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The 7 categories of the Wheel of Life and their
dominant mental afflictions
Category

Hungry ghost

Dominant state of mind

Addictive, compulsive, obsessive

Hell being

Aggression or cold hearted
rejection, increasingly turning inward

Jealous god

Obsession with power, paranoia, no patience

Gods

Humans

Good qualities but no awareness of impermanence

Curiosity, intelligence, freedom of choice

Animals

Dull, fearful, limited

Omniscient, limitless compassion

Buddhas
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List of sentient mind streams
Sentience is not always attached to form

Sentience attached to
form

Formless sentience

Plants (aspects of
sentience)

Hungry ghosts

Simple cellular animal life
(subtle sentience)

Hell creatures

Animals
Gods
Humans (various dominant
mental dispositions)
Jealous Gods

Aliens ?
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Ultimate sentience

Humans with special abilities

Daikini

Buddha

Mediums
(oracles)

Deities/Oracles

Tulku
Wrathful deities

Arhats/Arya

Bodhisattvas
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3.6 Plants
In the wheel of life, plants are part of the animal realm. The
Buddha encouraged his disciples to have a respect for all life
including plants and not to unnecessarily damage or destroy
them, their foliage or their seeds.

Buddhism started under a Bodhi tree
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“Nervous systems” in plants
Plants use electrical and
chemical signaling. Glutamate
is the most important neurotransmitter in an animal or
human central nervous system.
Nervous system and glands in
an animal

It plays exactly the same role in plants, plants do have a
very different “nervous system” though.
A bug eats a plant triggering a wave of electrical activity, releasing chemicals
as a reaction.
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Intelligent actions and sense organs

The dodder vine “sniffs” out a potential host before coiling
itself around the host, extracting its nutrients.

The bean plant “sees” the pole and heads straight towards
it.
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Intelligent actions and sense organs

Upon “hearing” another plant being eaten,
this plant release poisonous chemicals to
deter bugs.

Beneficial, coordinated, complex actions
A brain is useful for
mobile creatures but
it is a disadvantage
for ones that are
rooted in place. Intelligence in plants
resembles the intelligence exhibited in
insect colonies.

Thousands of individuals created this
huge termite nest.
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Mind-like phenomena in plants and bacteria
Fiir trees are trading nutrients with paper-bark birch trees
over the course of the season. The evergreen species will
tide over the deciduous one when it has sugars to spare,
and then call in the debt later in the season.

Trees in a forest are connected, exchange information and
minerals.

Memory: crucial for survival
Slime mould, Millions of
single-celled beings gather
and wander in search of
food. They display signs of
memory of repeated pattern of light exposure. Certain plants can remember
experiences of drought,
cold and heat, excess light
and acidic soil. Faced with
the same stress again, the
plants modify their responses.
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Ethical implications: consciousness means pain

If we acknowledge that plants have a degree of sentience, we are obliged to protect their habitats from destruction and
avoid practices such as genetic manipulation. If plants are conscious they should
feel pain. If you don’t feel pain, you ignore danger and you don’t survive.

Modular design/eating plants
To be eaten is part of a plants evolutionary strategy. They
have a modular design, so they can lose up to ninety per
cent of their body without being killed. To ensure the survival of the species, plants produce fruits containing coated
seeds. Fruits are
designed to be
eaten by animals, the seed
is not digested
and passes
through the animal’s digestive
tract intact when
the animal defecates. Seeds
help the plant
spreading.
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3.7 Animals
Vertebrate and Invertebrate animals appeared about 542
million years ago. They are born from eggs or a womb, they
grow up, they reproduce and they die.

Vertebrates

Invertebrate
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Historical description of the dominant animal
mind set
The animal mind set focus is to satisfy physical desires and
to self preserve. A will fully narrow outlook on life’s potential, its meaning and purpose. Ignorance and complacency.
Clinging to what is familiar, often fearful of anything unfamiliar. Animal Beings may find contentment, but they easily
become fearful when placed in a new situation. Naturally,
they are bigoted and likely to remain so. At the same time,
they are subject to oppression by other beings - animals do
devour each other. In the animal realm there is very little
opportunity or room for mind transformation.
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Animals potential
Animals are conscious beings and have the capacity to
exhibit intentional behaviors. They differ widely in many
learning and cognitive tasks in ways that reflect their evolutionary history and their instinctual behaviors in natural
environments. There is not much difference between our
way of life and a dog’s life except the potential. Their cognitive capacities are adaptations to differing ecological niches.
They understand that others have desires, intentions, and
perspectives that are different from their own.

Sadness

Love

Dolphins

have a

Tickling

larger,

Chimpanzees have succeeded in learning words in sign language.

Recognizing intelligence different from ours
Dolphins have a more complex
brain than humans with an associative skill of 97%, call each
other “names”, remember these
names years after, recognize
themselves in a mirror and use
tools. They speak a language of
more than 60.000 words, using
it to discuss territories and food
rationing.
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We are feeding on their suffering
Animals are attacked and eaten by other animals or live
in fear of it, enduring extreme changes of environment
throughout the year.

Animals are often slaughtered for their bodies and violently
forced to work by humans.

3.8 Humans
Questioning, curiosity and passion
The Human realm is marked by being able to
make choices: An opportunity to collect good or
bad karma, or to purify it. Human life is a balance between pleasure and pain, giving us the
precious opportunity for spiritual realisation. If
there is too much suffering there is no thought
about mind transformation. If there is too much happiness
there is no thought about mind transformation.

Driven by egoism and ignorance we suffer from the permanent repeated cycle of birth, sickness and death.
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A lot of us become caught up in striving, consuming and acquiring. We
miss the opportunity.

In the human realm, the Dharma is
openly available, yet few seek it, a
chance to train our mind or be ignorant.

The precious human rebirth
Human goals should be greater than those of beings such as
animals, insects, and others because humans have greater
potential. We have a very special intellectual capacity and
can accomplish many things, even in one short lifespan. The
goal to be accomplished should benefit not only ourselves
but all sentient beings.
“I have the right equipment, a
pilot, a spaceship and enough fuel
to make a trip around the universe and visit all the planets. But
here I sit, engine running, burning up the fuel while my mind is
distracted by other things. The
longer my mind remains distracted the more I miss the chance
of seeing the planets; as the fuel
burns, time gets shorter. However, even this analogy does not
adequately show the tragedy of
wasting this precious human rebirth.”
Lama Yeshe
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Humans with special abilities: mediums
A mind stream can temporarily take control of a human
body that is already attached to a mind stream. This makes
a dialogue possible. Possession may be considered voluntary
or involuntary and may be considered to have beneficial or
detrimental effects to the host.

Venerable Thupten Ngodup is
the Nechung Oracle (the state
oracle of Tibet),

Humans with special abilities: Dakinis
A female embodiment
of enlightened energy. The Nirmanakaya
Dākinīs are mostly human women born with
special potentialities;
they are realized yogini.

Khadro-La
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Humans with special abilities: Tulku
The title of “Tulku” is given to reincarnate Lamas either on
the grounds of their resembling enlightened beings or through their connection to certain qualities of enlightened beings. Many are truly qualified
incarnate “Emanation Bodies”:
-reincarnations of superior Bodhisattvas
-Bodhisattvas on the paths of accumulation and preparation
-masters who are evidently yet to enter these Bodhisattva path
Not every “Tulku” lives up to peoples
expectations.

3.9 Extraterrestrials
Sutras and aliens
There are more stars in space than there are grains of sand
on every beach on Earth. Buddhism recognizes the existence of billions of sentient beings inhabiting other worlds.
In chapter 23 of the Lotus Sutra, the historical Buddha’s
explains that some beings on different planets are aware of
one another, visit each other and exchange information.

Light travels in 1.3 sec from the earth to the moon.
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Life forms not based on carbon atoms
Life on earth is mainly based on carbon atoms. But some
marine algae incorporate arsenic into complex organic molecules and some bacteria survive on sulfur rather than oxygen. Nitrogen and phosphorus could also potentially form
biochemical molecules. On other planets, life may evolve on
silicon, ammonia, methane or formamide.

Light travels in 93 billion light
years from one side of the
known galaxy to the other.

In 2018 Voyager 1 left our solar
system
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“Alien” creatures on earth today
Biology abounds with creatures that change shape, change
sex, change locations and in some cases cause other creatures to do these things.
Anemone fish are sequential hermaphrodites, meaning they develop into
males first, and when they mature,
they become females.

Slime moulds can live freely
as single cells, but can aggregate together to form
multicellular reproductive
structures. When separated,
the cells find their way back
to re-unite.
This is all happening right now on this planet - what might
be a reality on billions other worlds?

“Alien” creatures on earth in the past
The Ediacaran biota is an extinct lineage of life forms that
does not resemble any living organism.

Ediacaran organisms
do not fit in the tree of
life.
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3.10 Hungry Ghosts
Traditional description
In the Historical description a mind stream dominated by
greed and jealousy is called “Hungry Ghost” -beings who
have everything but always want more. They are singleminded obsessed with wandering around thinking of their
next “hit” or experience and a miserliness which stems from
past life actions of the same type.
“It is not the man who has too little, but the man who craves more,
that is poor.”
Seneca
The traditional way to portray a
hungry ghost is with big, empty
stomachs and necks too thin to
pass food.

Hungry Ghost mind set: Addictions, compulsions and obsessions
Constant anxiety, fearing that any resources will be
snatched away from them before they can properly secure it
for themselves, and indeed this is often the outcome.
A heroin
addict
3 years
ago....

.. and
now.
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Also a “hungry ghost“ mentral addiction: Never getting
enough attention and recognition by others

3.11 Hell Beings
Hot hell beings: Historical description
The basic features of hell are constant suffering and relentless pain inflicted by the furious and vengeful self. In this
self made “hell” they torture themselves in all imaginable
ways.

Historical descriptions and illustrations of the hell realm were
inspired by war and torture techniques popular at that time.
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Hot Hell Beings mind set
Overwhelmed by negative emotions, such as anger, hatred
and attachment, hot hell beings drive away anyone who
would befriend them.

They indulge in these emotions and because they are fully
developed they can’t control them.

Powering the wheel of life: the easily angry cobra
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Cold Hell beings Historical description
Again, historical descriptions and illustrations of the hell
realm had to make good campfire stories: Born naked and
alone into a dark, frozen plain surrounded by icy mountains,
swept by blizzards.
Colder blisters
burst open, leaving
the beings’ bodies
covered with frozen blood and pus.
Shivering in the cold
blizzards crack open
frozen skin, leaving one raw and
bloody,entire body
cracking into pieces
with the internal organs are exposed.

“Cold Hell Being mindset”

Cold hearted rejection resulting in
self destruction. They push others
away with their unfeeling coldness.
Then, in the torment of their isolation, their aggression increasingly
turns inward, and they become
self-destructive.
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3.12 Jealous Gods
Historical description
The jealous gods are said to experience a much more pleasurable life than humans. Jealous Gods think they belong
in the God Realm and
fight to get in: Man is
not content with what
he has and envies what
others have. A tree is
growing in the jealous gods realm but the
fruit and the branches
are in the god realm.

“Jealous God mindset”
Hyper-competitive and paranoid,
driven by a desire to beat their competition, and everyone is competition.
They have power and resources and
sometimes accomplish good things
with them. But, always, their first priority is to be superior to others, having
no patience for inferiors and belittling
strangers; yet outwardly displaying
justice, worship, wisdom, and faith.
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3.13 Gods
Historical description
The Realm of the
Gods is a temporary
paradise achieved by
the action of good
deeds. The Gods are
perpetually at war
with their neighbors
on the wheel, the Jealous Gods They are both heavenly and
on earth, living long and pleasure-filled lives. similar sensuous experiences than humans, just at a more rarefied level.
Eventually their happy lives end, and they must face rebirth
in another, less happy, realm. The health, power and happiness are a curse as they don’t recognize the truth of suffering. They therefore have no motivation to seek liberation
from Samsara.

Traditionally, they are portrayed playing an instrument, receiving offerings, enjoying fruits of the tree.
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3.14 Buddhas
You never really know who is
front of you: Enlightened beings are humble: they would
never boast about their
achievements. It is up to us to
research, to investigate their
good qualities and to see if we
can trust in them.
“Believe nothing, no matter where you read it, or who
said it, no matter if I have
said it, unless it agrees with
your own reason and your
own common sense.”
Buddha

Arhats
Many realizations, but only personal liberation is motivation
In contrast to the goal of becoming a fully enlightened Buddha, the path of an Arhat is
motivated by only seeking personal liberation from samsāra.
This is selfish and undesirable:
an Arhat must go on to become a Bodhisattva eventually. Arhats are permanently
free from samsāra, while Bodhisattvas have chosen to remain within samsāra in order
to help beings and accumulate
merit to become Buddhas.
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Bodhisattvas
Free sentient beings from Samsāra:
A Bodhisattva is one who has a determination to free sentient beings
from samsāra and its cycle of death,
rebirth and suffering. This type of
mind is known as the mind of awakening (bodhicitta).

Ultimate sentience phenomena: Relics
When a trained and cleansed
mind stream is attached to a human body, various phenomena
can be observed upon the person’s death.
Pearl or crystal-like bead-shaped
objects can be found among the
cremated ashes of spiritual masters.

Ultimate sentience phenomena: rainbow body
After the persons death, the body shrinks emitting light,
leaving the body of size of a small child behind. In more advanced yogi’s only hair and nails remain,
exuding fragrances and perfumes rather
than the odors of decomposition. Other
signs are the sudden blooming of exotic
plants and flowers anytime of year, as
well as rainbows appearing in the sky.

The body of the nun Tasha Lamo shrank
to 12inches after her death in 2015
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With the “Rainbow body of light” signs are showing up while
the yogi is still alive, with the “Rainbow body of great transference“ the yogi not only dissolves the body completely into
light but remains functional and visible as light.
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(Wrathful) deities
An emanation of the enlightened mind used as the object of
meditation in tantric practices.
“The transformation that occurs when the afflictive emotions
are subdued with the sharp discriminating awareness is the
arising of the wrathful deities. The actual nature of the afflictive emotions is primordial wisdom, thus the five poisons
are the five wisdoms. Through the power of awareness the

afflictive emotions collapse, and this collapsing reveals their
true nature, primordial wisdom. This collapsing or transformation is the wrathful deity. The wrathful deities are infuriated with compassion; they arenot angry. They are like a
mother taming a mischievous child.The mother loves the
child and becomes infuriated in order to help her child. The
wrathful deities arise with intense compassion, taming the
very coarse afflictive emotions of sentient beings. Their
compassion is even more intense than the compassion of
peaceful deities.”
Garchen Rinpoche
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Buddhabodies
Becoming a Buddha is the ultimate goal of a Buddhist, attained when all obscurations
have been removed and all
the qualities of the mind have
been fully actualized. It is a
state characterized by perfect
compassion, wisdom and power. Buddhas manifest in many
forms to help sentient beings.

Buddhabodies: Nirmaakāya- physical manifestation
Dharmakaya, sambhogakaya, nirmanakaya—provide us with
a complete basis for our spiritual journey. Because of them,
the journey and out attitude toward it become something
workable, something we can deal with directly and intelligently, without having to relegate it to
some vague category like “the mysteriousness of life.”

The Nirmaakāya is a physical/manifest
body of a Buddha.

An example would be Gautama
Buddha’s body.
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3.14 Dharmakaya
The Dharmakāya is made from the Wisdom Truth Body and
the Nature Truth Body. It is the embodiment of the truth
itself, and it is commonly seen as transcending the forms of
physical and spiritual bodies. They are not directly accessible
to others, but only amongst the Buddhas themselves.

3.1411 The Wisdom Truth Body
Sees everything directly and precisely, as it is in an instant
and has been cleared of all destructive emotions, as well as
their imprints, through the accumulation of merit and wisdom over a long period of time.

3.1412 The Nature Truth Body

Refers to the empty nature of that all-knowing enlightened
mind
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3.142 Sambhogakaya: the body of complete
enjoyment
Refers to the luminous form of clear
light the Buddhist practitioner attains
upon the reaching the highest dimensions of practice. According to tradition,
highly realized beings, may gain access
to the Sambhogakaya and receive direct transmission of doctrine.

The Flower Sermon is a story of the
origin of Zen Buddhism in which
Śākyamuni Buddha transmits direct
wisdom to the disciple Mahākāśyapa.
The Sambhogakāya is the reward/enjoyment body, whereby
a bodhisattva completes his vows and becomes a Buddha.

Amitābha, Vajrasattva and Manjushri are examples of Buddhas
with the Sambhogakaya body.
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3.143 Nirmanakaya: Incarnate emanation body

Manifested the myriad
Emanation Bodies or
Tulkus of the Buddhas,
which appear as gods or
humans and are accessible even to ordinary
beings. This can be a Supreme Emanation Bodylike the historical Buddha.

3.144 Nirmanakaya: Artistic emanation body
The Artistic Emanation
Body-serves others by
appearing as craftsmen, artists etc..
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3.145 Nirmanakaya: Incarnate emanation
body
Buddhas appear in various forms such as human beings,
deities, rivers, bridges, medicinal plants, and trees to help
sentient beings.

Buddhas can take several bodily forms simultaneously.
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3.15 “Wheel of life”: different ways to look at it
A description of mental dispositions in human
society
Hungry ghost: the social media addicts and
narcissists

Hell being: violent hooligans and political extremists

God: the 0.1% who have all the
wealth but no compassion

Jealous God: aspiring corporate leaders
who would kill for their career

Animal: Humans who are only interested in
satisfying their physical desires

Bodhisattva: Humans dedicating their live to
help others
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One week -mental dispositions of all realms

Monday- “Hungry ghost mind set”: spent
3 hours posting pictures of myself on the
internet

Tuesday- “Hellbeing mindset”: swore angrily at a driver on motorway

Wednesday- “God mindset”: didn’t give
anything of my pay rise to charity

Thursday- “Jealous God” mind set: bad
mouthed my colleague behind his back

Friday, Saturday- “Animal” mind set: ate,
drank, had sex and slept

Sunday- “Bodhisattva” mindset: visited my
ill grandmother
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Our mental disposition shapes our physical environment
Our mind shapes our
physical environment:
the furniture of our living room, the plants in
our garden, the street
we live in, our town,
our country, this planet.
Global warming is a
physical expression of
our combined thoughts
and actions.

Global warmimg: We
are in the middle of
creating hell on earth,
populated by hungry
ghosts.

Our mental dispositions shape our body
Mental dispositions and afflictions lead to a particular lifestyle which in turn shapes our physical body.
Comfort eating

Plastic surgery
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Wheel of life”: Nothing lasts forever

Compounded phenomena are impermanent: A mental disposition continues so long as the conditions which have
brought it into being are still present. None of the six realms
last forever for its inhabitants. Once the Karma is used up,
they take rebirth in one of the higher realms.
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The Wheel of life: Loving kindness
Foundation of higher realms

“Anyone who has loving kindness at the time of death
should never worry about having a bad rebirth. With loving
kindness there is no way to the three lower realms.”
Lama Yeshe

“Compassion is the radicalism of our time!”
HH the 14th Dalai Lama
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4.
Ignorance
and resulting
afflictions
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4.1 The pig: ignorance, powers the turning of
the wheel
Afflictions: our oldest
companions. We have to
trace back what’s wrong
with us. But not just to
this life’s childhood but to
all of our past lives childhoods.
Based on the Indian concept of a pig being the most foolish of animals, since it sleeps in the dirtiest places and eats
whatever comes to its mouth. It is lack of insight into the reality of things, lack of enlightenment even. Ignorance however is not just that
we cannot see but
also that we think
we can see while we
are blind in reality.
The pig signifies ignorance, especially
the two types of
root ignorance:

1. Assuming the I truly exist
2. Assuming the aggregates truly exist
It also symbolizes the ignorance of not knowing Dharma and
being ignorant of the causes of happiness and the causes of
suffering.
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“Ignorance is the cause of not one but all of our problems
and the reason why we are trapped in the cycle of rebirth:
Sentient beings do not recognize the actual nature of their
mind to be what it is.”
Lama Yeshe

“Ignorance is the
sense of having one
particular aim and object and goal in mind.
And that aim and object, that goal-minded
ness, becomes extremely overwhelming, so you fail to see
the situation around
you. That seems to be
the ignorance. Your
mind is highly preoccupied with what you
want, so you fail to
see what is.”
Chogyam Trungpa
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Innate ignorance
“Innate ignorance” is a misconception that
arises naturally for all sentient beings. It is not
conditioned by the culture and environment we
live in. It is first of the 12 links of dependent
origination.

Acquired ignorance
Though rooted in innate ignorance, acquired ignorance is a
misconception that is not innate but comes about due to the
influence of philosophical, religious, scientific, ideological or
cultural views …..or a combination of all. There is a real danger we get trapped in a “belief system”.

August Landmesser, standing amidst the crowd in Nazi Germany in 1936. A lonely sceptic in a sea of “Aquired Ignorance”.
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2 delusions create harmful habits
The first delusion created by ignorance is
believing in an inherent, solid, unchangeable self.

The second delusion
created by ignorance is
distinguishing between
“I” and “others”

Based on these two delusions we create mental afflictions and develop harmful habits.

Investigating how we exist over time

We think we exist unchangeable, like a
stone sculpture, solid while the reality is....
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... we exist as a complex, fragile organism, changing every
millisecond...

...with an everchanging mind stream sometimes attached to
form.
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Wrongly assuming an independent existence

As a result of this ignorance, we think
there is an independent “I”..

...and an unrelated “other”. and that
this “I” exists independently and unchanging.

Reducing the world to being potential food or realizing our
connectedness and interdependence
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Our body is intimately connected to others
If we investigate our life in this very moment we must conclude that it is intimately connected to other’s lives.

We are dependent on....
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...This plankton not adding micro plastic
into the food chain...

...Other people’s compassion, especially
at the beginning and end of our lives...

.This man working in a nuclear plant on
the other side of the planet...

...These bacteria in our guts...

...This algae producing oxygen in a sea
far away...

... Millions of other people producing food,
medicine and tools for us.
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Our mind is intimately connected to others
Brain scans of a speaker and listener show their neural activity
synchronizing during storytelling or a mother and a baby. In
some cases 2 people are born with
memories from a single deceased
person.
We can share a common spirit, be
on the same wavelength.

False perception creates harmful habits
Since beginning less time
Our perceptions that we exist permanently and disconnected from others create
the second level of obscuration, the obscuration of
harmful habits.
Wrong perceptions and the
resulting habits are the root
of cyclic existence, Samsara.

4.2 The snake: anger
The wrong perceptions and the resulting
habits are creating mental afflictions: anger for example. At the heart of the wheel
of life, the snake signifies anger, hatred.
A cobra rises quickly, ready to strike. The
tails of the snake and the pigeon come
out of the pigs mouth.
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Anger makes us physically and mentally ill. This hell, just as
all parts of our existence, is a making of our own. A result of
our own karma. It is upon us whether we wish to make our
life a hell on earth and make every situation a torment for
ourselves. None can rest in peace who has in his heart a hatred for any other. Including oneself. Much trouble is created
by hatred – including damaging one’s own health. If you are
constantly angry, then you are likely to experience sleepless
nights, your blood pressure will rise and you will have little
or no appetite and be grumpy even when you are with your
dearest friend!

Anger, at an individual,
family, national and international level, courts
disaster.
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Examples of anger
Based on distinguishing between “I” and “others”: Aversion
to animals:
We get angry and start killing because we don’t think we are part of
an ecosystem where we are connected to wasps, cockroaches and
badgers.

Or road rage: we get angry and
start using our car as a weapon
because we perceive public roads
as our personal property.
Anger overestimates the
faults of an object.

4.3 The pigeon: attachment
The wrong perceptions and the
resulting habits are creating mental afflictions: attachment for example. The pigeon signifies attachment, desire. Pigeon are very
attached to their companion. They
are inseparable.
Attachment underestimates the
faults.
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Types of attachment
Self-doctrine clinging:
first, one assumes that one has a permanent “self.”

Wrong-view clinging:
then, one assumes that one is either somehow eternal or to
be annihilated after this life.

resultant behavioral manifestations:

rites-and-rituals clinging:
if one assumes that one is
eternal, then one clings to
rituals to achieve self-purification.

sense-pleasure clinging:
if one assumes that one will
completely disappear after
this life, then one disregards
the next world and clings to
sense desires.

My house, my car, my child,
my body
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Examples of attachment
Being attached to our hedonistic lifestyle
that is deadly for the planet is another
example. We need to have to our own children: instead of adopting or caring for a
child of a close person. We have to have
our own car instead of car sharing, our
own house instead of living in a shared
accommodation. Being attached to the ex
partner instead of rejoicing that he or she
is happier now, thinking only my happiness is important.

Afflictions: level of subtlety
From subtle and deeply rooted to gross. Ignorance, attachment and anger are very deep-rooted; they are the main
drive behind the functioning of all other negative mental
states. All unenlightened beings possess them.

4.4 Developing habits
Habits are mental constructions
The Habit of drinking alcohol
ACTION I do it

CUE I see it.
Exaggeration
of the objects
appeal
Joy wears off
& side effects kick in:
hangover

REWARD I
enjoy it

RESPONSE
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Habit of gambling

Seeing a slot
machine

Gambling

I crave gambling

Winning

The joy of winning wears off &
side effects kick in: wanting more

The “kick” is never enough
To feel the same reward, the quantity always need to go up,
the reward stays the same. A habit becomes an addiction.

At first...

Later..

RESPONSE REWARD wears off faster. RESPONSE has more
and more side effects.
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It is hard to extinguish a bad habit. Trick yourself by replacing it with a good one

A habit with good side effects

4.4 How the 3 main afflictions cause all others

Ignorance,

anger

and attachment

Ignorant of our interconnection with the world we get attached to our self and angry when we perceive it being attacked.
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21 derivative afflictions
Anger

Ignorance

-lack of confidence
-sloth

-wrath
-resentment
-spite

-forgetfulness
-lack of attention

-envy

-laziness

-cruelty

Combination

Attachment

-pretentiousness
-meanness

-deceit

-inflated self esteem

-shamelessness

-excitement

-distraction

-concealment of
one’s own vices

-headlessness
-lack of
consideration
for others

-mental dullness
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Even more afflictions: Derived from the 21 derivative afflictions
Starting with the 3 main afflictions, we can divide these
main afflictions into ever more subtle afflictions and combinations of afflictions.

3 main afflictions creating 21 derivative afflictions
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4.4 Antidotes to mental afflictions
Antidodes to the 3 main afflictions
Affliction

Antidote

1. Ignorance
Non-ignorance: wisdom and
freedom from the deep confusion of our mind, direct realization of how things actually
exist

2. Attachment
Non-attachment:
Seeing how external conditions are unreliable causes for
happiness. Avoiding clinging
and grasping

3. Anger

Non anger: meditating on the
disadvantages of anger plus
developing equanimity
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Antidotes to six common afflictions
Affliction

Antidote

1. Ignorance

1:Wisdom

2. Attachment/craving

2:Generosity

3. Anger (incl.
hate)

3:Loving kindness

4 .Pride or
conceit

4:rejoice in
others good
qualities

5:develop realistic faith

5. Doubt

6:
continuously
checking your
view

6. Wrong
view
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Wholesome mental factors
Relaxation is living in pure morality
1. Nonattachment
2. Nonhatred
3. Nonignorance
4. Faith
5. Self-respect
6. Consideration for others
7. Enthusiasm
8. Suppleness
9. Conscientiousness
10. Equanimity
11. Nonviolence

The 3 trainings: We need all 3 wings to “fly”
Wisdom/ethics

Compassion

Concentration/equanimity
Wisdom without compassion can be dry and indifferent;
compassion without wisdom can be ineffective. Both benefit
from the focus of the trained mind. Just like a bird, we need
two wings to “fly”: the wisdom and the compassion wing.
The tail wing is equally as important: just like a bird uses it
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for stability and control, the trained mind allows us to focus
with precision for long periods. With a lot of compassion but
no wisdom or concentration our work for a charity will not
be as successful. With a lot of wisdom and concentration
but no compassion we won’t be as good a doctor. With good
concentration but no wisdom or compassion we won’t be as
good a teacher.

4.5 The 12 links of dependent origination
How we trap ourselves in the cycle of rebirth
The outer ring of
the wheel of life
illustrates the 12
links of dependent
origination
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12.

1.

11.

2.

10.

3.

4.

9.
5.

8.
7.

6.

9. Grasping
10. Becoming
11.Birth
12. death

1. Ignorance
2. Karmic formations
3. Loaded consciousness
4. Name and form
5. Six sense bases
6. Contact
7. Feeling
8.Craving

The links describe the conditional arising of rebirth in
samsāra, and the resultant dukkha (suffering, pain, unsatisfactoriness). Each element of the list arises depending on
the preceding link. It also analyzes the arising of dukkha as
a psychological process. The reversal of the links leads to
the annihilation of mental formations and rebirth.
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First link: Ignorance
Just as this person is confused about
which is the right way, we are ignorant about the circumstances of karmic causality and interdependence.

A blind man with a cane.... ignorant.

Second link: Karmic formations/actions
Ignorance colors our consciousness
with energies shaping the “karmic
clay” through thoughts, words and
actions. Over time habits form our
karmic vase. How each pot turns out
depends upon the potter. His skill
and experience, aesthetic sense, and
even his mood at the time of creation. In the same way as a potter
can make all kinds of vessels, large
or small, good or bad. Karmic interdependence produces a variety of
mental and physical aggregates, big
or little, good or bad.
We are like a potter: shaping our
karmic future in every moment
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Third link: Loaded consciousness
“Cause-consciousness” is neutral and
it will naturally take the shape of our
virtuous or non-virtuous “karmic vase”.
The karmic vase is the total sum of
all our willing, whether the intentions
manifest themselves in overt action, or
remain as desires in our hearts. Indeed it is the accumulated momentum
of all our wishes which determines the
flow of our lives.
Is this your karmic vase?

Karmic formation creates consciousness. Just as a monkey
jumps from one tree to another in quick succession, a consciousness undergoes birth and death as it travels from the
resultant body of the previous life to the present one and
then to the next. Our restlessness is an inherent part of our nature. An object loses
its charm as soon as we are able to acquire
it. Our attention then is diverted towards
another. In the process we are unable to
enjoy either of them. This is true for activities we perform too. Not
having finished the job at
hand we switch to another
diversion, thus remaining
unfulfilled and devoid of
any sense of achievement.

There is always another
attractive object
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Fourth link: Name and Form (mind & body)
Consciousness generates name (mind) and form (body), the
man and the boat. The aggregate of form is the fertilized
egg. The aggregates of feeling, cognition, compounded phenomena (volition) and consciousness are the name. These
aggregates are the basis for
the consciousness that came
from the previous life to this
one and will go on to the
next. They are also the vessel from which arise all kinds
of pleasure and pain.

Body and mind

Fifth link: Six sense bases
An empty house with six windows symbolizes the six sense
organs and the matching sense consciousness: the eye, ear,
nose, tongue, body and mind consciousness. These are creating the cause and conditions for
them to relate to their respective
objects.

Sense consciousness and sense
organs
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Sixth link: contact
Contact is the first occurrence in a mental
process. It is the simple
act of mind meeting object. Contact depends on
something being contacted, like food touching our
tongue.

First contact

Seventh link: feeling
From that contact with form,
all sorts of feelings, and perceptions (or
impressions)
arise immediately, like an arrow hitting our
eye. Feelings of
pleasure, pain
or neutrality.

Feelings arise
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Eighth link: craving
The craving to hold onto pleasurable sensations, to be separated from painful or unpleasant sensations, and for neutral
sensations not to decline. In the context of the twelve links,
the emphasis is on the types of craving “that nourish the
karmic potency that
will produce the next
lifetime”

Thirst for a new
object

Types of craving
1. Craving for pleasure: response to a pleasant sensation, wishing to repeat or prolong it:
we may recall eating a particular flavor of ice
cream and wish to repeat that experience.
2. Craving for annihilation: a thought that responds to a suffering sensation by wishing to
avoid it or destroy it. We may recall a bad experience and try to distract ourselves in something enjoyable.
3. Craving for existence. This is a response to
the neutral, peaceful sensation of deep meditative concentration, wishing to abide in that
sensation perpetually.
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Ninth link: grasping
Obsessively craving for a particular object we attempt to
grasp it in a futile manner.
In the pursuit, we are going
through disproportionate efforts. Grasping is an increase
of attachment and includes
strong clinging to pleasant
forms, sounds, odors, tastes,
and touches as well as to bad
views and systems of behavior associated with those
views.
Grasping: exhausting ourselves
chasing after the next object

Tenth link: becoming
Through this grasping one acts
with body, speech and mind and
creates the karmic habits and
tendencies becoming our future
experiences. This is the last moment of gross consciousness in
a lifetime, and becomes the substantial cause for the first moment of consciousness in the
next samsaric life.

Becoming: Collecting the karmic
seeds
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Eleventh link: birth
Through the power of this becoming,
one is reborn in a particular birthplace whenever the necessary conditions are assembled. New life is called
“birth,” the eleventh link. The picture
shows a woman giving birth, even
though the eleventh link refers to the
point of conception, not emergence
from the womb.

Becoming: the conception

Twelfth link: old age and death
Points to the inevitability of decay and
death. Nature means
renewal. A renewal
dependent on our
previous karma.

Illness and death, the result
of conception
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4.6. Understanding how the 12 links work together

The links are not necessary in sequence
Samsara is not a place we cycle through, but the cycle of
moving through these twelve links. All the links should be
understood to be mutually reinforcing and interpenetrating.

Ignorance (1) causes karmic action (2), but the imprints of
karmic action (2) lead to more ignorance (1).
The conceptual structure helps us to pick out patterns in our
own psychology and make sense of what often can seem to
be a chaotic, non-linear process.

In a single progression, craving (8) leads eventually to feeling (7), but feeling (7) itself becomes the main cause for
more craving(8) in the future.
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The twelve links and rebirth
1830. Frank is ignorant
(01) of the way he exists. He perform actions
of body, speech and mind
forming (02) his karmic
vase.
Frank as an old
man

Lucy as a baby

When he dies (12) in
1891, he craves (9) for
a new body, leading to
the becoming (10) of
Lucy. Her consciousness
(3) is the continuation
of Frank’s consciousness
(3) in the form of his
karmic vase (2).

In 1892 Lucy’s consciousness (3) attaches to a
body, form and name (4).
She has 6 senses (5) They
allow for contact (6) with
an object. Feelings (7)
arise....
Lucy as a girl
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...Lucy starts craving
(8) and than grasping
(09) for the object.

Lucy as a young
woman
During her lifetime,
Lucy ignorantly (1)
goes through the sequence from contact
(6) to feeling (7) to
craving (8) to grasping (09) again and
again, forming (02)
her karmic vase.
Lucy as a
old woman

Buddy

Lucy dies (12) in
1952, grasping (09)
for a new body,
leading to formation
(10) and birth (11)
of Buddy in 1953.

Unless we stop being ignorant there is no escape of the cycle
of rebirth.
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5.
The relationship between
the human
mind and the
human body
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2000 years of medical treatments

The Buddhist understanding of the
body and the mind arises from
meditative experiences. Today it is
combined with scientific investigation and studies. Advanced practitioners can investigate and manipulate subtle levels of the body in
meditation. These techniques have
been established even before Buddhism: meditators are witnessing
the same functionality of the body
and mind since over 2000 years. It
is the basis for treatments like acupuncture.

5.1 Vajrayana system: 3 types of body
5.11 The “coarse body”

The “coarse body” is what we can see
and touch, our “ordinary body” body,
made from flesh, bone and blood.
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5.12 The “subtle body”
The subtle body consists of a network of 72,000 channels,
the winds travelling through them and the subtle drops.
They make up our psychic nervous system and run parallel with our physical nervous system.
The channels runs
throughout our entire
body, branching out
again and again from
the chakras, or centers of energy, that
are situated along 3
main channels. These
are not material channels, but paths for the
subtle wind

5.13. The “very subtle body”

The very subtle body is made up of winds and grosser and
subtler drops that act as a vehicle for the mind stream. They
are “permanent” in the sense that it passes from life to life.
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5.2 Channels in the Guhyasamaja system
The central channel connecting the chakras
The central channel
starts eight finger
widths behind our
hairline. rises to below the crown, then
curves until it follows
the spine downward,
a little way in front of
the spine. It ends at
the tip of the sexual
organ, it is smaller on
its lower end than on
its upper end.

Soft, flexible, oily
and red
- it is very straight
from the crown to
the navel chakra, like
a trunk
-its inside is very oily and red in color, like pure blood/ white
outside
-it is clear crystal-like nature and transparent
-very soft and flexible, like a plant that has just sprouted
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Left & right channel: From nostril to sex organ
The left and right
channels start at
the nostrils and
then rise up, as
the central channel
does, to just below
the crown before
coming down either
side of the central channel, ending like the central
channel at the tip
of the sex organ.
Channels twist at
the chakras
Right & left channels run parallel to
the central channel,
but twist around
the central channel
(due to the conceptual thoughts
travelling through
them) forming a
knot or coil between the brain
and the scalp. The
right channel twists
to the left around
the central channel
and the left channel twists around it
to the right before
they both realign
and move down,
creating 4 twists in
all.
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5.3 Chakras in the Guhyasamaja system
At the various places where
the right and left channels
twist around the central channel, there are concentrations
of energy where lines of energy radiate out, multiplying
and spreading throughout our
body. These places are most
commonly known as chakras.
The lines of energy most
closely resemble a tree,
where a main branch splits
into two smaller branches
that each split into smaller
branches and so forth. Each
branch looks like a soft plastic
straw that has been blocked
at one end and blown through
until it bulges slightly.

The number of chakras we
have in our body depends on
the number of knots we have
in the right and left channels.
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We can feel the chakras
We have all had experiences that indicate the
presence of these chakras
and the concentration of
energy they contain. Examples include the “lump”
in the throat, the uncomfortable sensation in the pit
of our stomach we often
feel when we are upset, the
pulsations we feel in the
lower chakra when sexually
aroused.

Chakras and their number of spokes

The channels and chakras are used for
tantric visualisations. There are
5 large chakras:
Crown: 32 spokes
Throat: 16 spokes
Heart: 8 spokes
Navel: 64 spokes
Secret place:32 spokes
3 small chakras
-between the eyebrows 6
-between throat and heart: 3
-in the middle of sex organ:8
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The crown chakra/chakra of great bliss

The crown chakra is white, triangular, slightly bend, facing
downward. 4 spokes divide in half to become 8, divide into
16 and finally divide into 32 spokes.

The throat/enjoyment chakra

This chakra is red,
round and faces upward. It is located between the neck bone
and the voice box. 4
spokes divide in half to
become 8, finally divide into 16.
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The heart/phenomena chakra
This chakra is white, round, and faces downward. is located
in the exact middle of our chest 4 spokes divide in half to
become 8. It is called the phenomena chakra because it is
the abode of the indestructible drop (the
very subtle body) and
clear light (the very
subtle mind), which
are the root of all
external and internal
phenomena.

The navel/emanation chakra

This chakra is red,
triangular and
faces upward. it
is located 2 finger
width below our
navel. 4 spokes
divide in half to
become 8, divide
into 16, divide into
32 and finally 64
spokes.
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The secret-place/utilising great bliss chakra
This chakra is red,
round and faces
downward. 4 spokes
divide in half to become 8, divide into
16 and finally 32
spokes.

5.4 Winds in the Guhyasamaja system
Moving consciousness around the body

Consciousness of varying grossness and subtlety depend on
the winds, like a rider on a horse.
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Wind as vehicle for consciousness
It’s the vehicle for our various consciousness to make contact with
their respective objects, the air we
breathe but it is also the psychic energies. On this more subtle level it
relates to the idea of the vital force,
(chi/prana), that is common to many
philosophies.

Flow of consciousness: Left and right channels
In our ordinary daily lives, all of
our various consciousness occur due to the winds flowing in
the two side channels. If we stop
these winds our sensory consciousness and conceptual elaboration stop. Its most important
function is to carry the movements of mind speech and body.
It is rough,
light, hot and
cool, thin, hard
and movable. It
shares the same
nature and characteristics as the
air element, acts
in respiration,
keeps the life of
inner and outer
living beings and
helps the growing and moving
processes. Wind humor accumulates in late spring, manifests in
summer and decreases in autumn.
It is predominant in old age.
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Types of Wind
Life supporting wind
Buddha family: Akshobhya
Color: white
Element: Water
Seat: heart
Function: to support and maintain life
Direction:-from both nostrils, gently downward

Downward voiding wind
Buddha family: Ratnasambhava
Color yellow
Element: earth
Seat: navel
Function: to retain and release urine, feces, semen, blood etc
Direction: from both nostril, horizontally moving downwards

Upward moving wind
Buddha family: Amithaba
Color: Red
Element: Fire
Seat: Throat
Function: to speak, swallow, etc.
Direction: from the right nostril, violently upward

Equally abiding wind
Buddha family: Amoggasiddhi
Color: green
Element: Wind
Seat: the anus and the sex organ
Function: to cause the blazing of the inner fire, digest food and drink, etc.
Direction: from the left nostril, moving to the left
and right from the edge of the nostril
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Pervading wind
Buddha family: Vairochana
Color: Pale blue
Element: Space
Seat: both the upper and lower parts of the body,
mainly the 360 joints
Function: to enable the body to come and go; to allow movement, lifting, and placing
Direction: this wind does not flow through the nostrils except at the time of death

5.5 Channels in the Guhyasamaja system
The right channel/channel of the subjective
holder

The right channel is red and called
the speech channel because red
drops, the essence of speech, flow
through it. Another name for it
is the channel of the subjective
holder, because the main function
of the winds that flow through it in
our everyday lives is to make our
consciousness move toward an
object.
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Left channel, also called the moon channel

Because this everyday consciousness is a
conceptual mind, it creates a degree of subjectivity that hinders us from perceiving the
object directly without any conceptual overlay. The main function of the winds flowing
in the left channel in it is to hold an object,
such as form or sound.

5.6 Drops in the Guhyasamaja system
Grosser and subtler drops
They are substances that permeate our entire body, caused
by the coalescing of the mind and its accompanying wind at
certain areas of the body. The grosser ones consist of subtle,
essential bodily fluids such as bile concentrating in different points as the winds move them about the body. Subtler
drops are purely mind and its accompanying wind.
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Red female and white male drops
Red and white
drops originate
at the center
of the heart
chakra.

Subtle drops
pervade our
entire body,
the white
gross drop
resides at
the crown,
the red at
the navel.

5.7 Tibetan embryology: conception
The law of attraction
The force of karma drives the power of attraction between
the two parents.

Hormones have a
part to play too.
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Creating the conditions for conception

“Calling a being into your womb”:
In Tibetan Buddhism, the conception of a baby does not happen by
accident. A couple who know they
want to have a baby often mentally prepare themselves, doing a
retreat for example. Some women
have dreams when they first get
pregnant.

“The Sutra of Conception”
Connection between parents and child
The accumulated karma of the past life directs the mind
stream towards the future parents. Without a karmic connection, even with qualified energy of the couple and favorable conditions, a conception will not take place.
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The child’s attraction to the parents
The quality of compassion and kindness needs to permeate
the mind-body to create a good environment for the mind
stream to enter.
The mind stream is attracted to its future parents like bees
to a flower

Artificial conception
Whether the egg is fertilized
by sperm in the uterus or in a
test tube does not matter from
a Buddhist point of view. But if
eggs are destroyed during several IVF attempts this becomes
an issue: Life begins at conception.
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Pregnancy signs

One should not repress the
mothers longing for special
food, or emotions, even if
they produce some troubles.
Tibetan medicine says that
these symptoms manifest
from the child’s needs for his/
her development. Preventing the consumption of the
desired food and drinks may
harm the child’s physical development.

Conditions for conception must be met

1. Reproductive substances by a male
2. Reproductive substances by a female
3. A transmigrating consciousness, attracted by its own karma to the particular reproductive substances
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Connection
At each union of a mother and
father, there are as many sentient beings as all the blades
of grass on the planet trying to
get into that life. It is merit and
karma that determine which
sentient being is drawn into
that womb to start a new life.
The rest have to seek rebirth
somewhere else. Only one
transmigrating consciousness–
or two for twins, or more for
multiple births – has the karma
that draws them to that particular mother and father.

The drops and conception
The very subtle wind is the energy that carries the clear
light; the two are inseparable. In our normal life, this inseparable very subtle mind and wind are the basis of Samsara—
they lead us into the next life and the next and the next.
It carries through the bardo, and it enters the womb of the
mother at conception. It is called “eternal” because of the
continuation that is always there, not because it is unchanging. In a sense, the indestructible drop is the container, and
the mind and wind inside are the contents.
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Entering the body
The Bardo mind stream/drop reaches the sperm and the
egg. The wind of karma unites with the wind of the elements. In Tantra, this state of mind is described as causing
great bliss and ecstasy. When mother and father come together, they both contribute delicate, clear, essential drops
of energy. the male the white and the female’s red drop.
They unite with the eternal drop.
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5.8 Tibetan embryology
The 3 phases: fish, turtle and pig
The fetus development starts just after the conception, lasts
thirty-eight weeks, and develops through three significant
stages:

Actual fish, turtle and pig embryos

5 elements and the embryonic development
Space is filled by a subtle material energy forming the basis of all others. Space creates wind, wind creates fire, fire
creates water and water creates earth. Throughout this sequence the material particles become less and less subtle.
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“The fish stage”
1st to 4th week
The 1st day of the first
week after the conception
is the time of fertilization. A subtle wind begins
to mix the two energies
(sperm and ovum) together.

During the next weeks,
winds are going to manifest from this wind. It
harmonizes the elements
and energies of the parents to develop the body.

5th week

The embryo develops the central
“channel” from the navel upwards to
what will later become the head.
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6th week
The embryos main circulatory channel extends from the
navel.

7th week

Right, left and central channel develop and form the eyes
organ and the crown chakra, then the heart and secret
chakras.

8th week
The throat chakra and the head are developed.

9th week
develop the upper and lower body abdomen.

On the left a fish embryo, on the right a human embryo
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Organs and the 5 elements

Basic tissues such as flesh and bones, as well
as the nose organ and smell come from the
earth element.

Liquids of blood and lymph, brain, nerves as
well as the tongue and taste are produced by
the water element.

The body temperature, color, as well as the
eyes and vision come from the fire element.

Respiration, skin, and tactility come from the
wind element.

The space element produces the body hollow
organs, channels, orifices, external and internal body spaces, ears and sound, and pervades the whole body.
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5.9 The “tortoise stage”
Shoulders and hips

10th week
11th week

Nine orifices of the body

12th week

Five “solid organs” (heart, liver, kidney, spleen and lungs)

13th week

Six “hollow organs” (stomach, intestines, bladder, gall bladder and reproductive organs)

A human embryo

A tortoise embryo
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12 links and the embryonic development
From the 25th week onward the mind stream is “conscious”
and the 4th link of the 12 links of dependent origination is
fully established. The sequence of the “12 links of dependent
origination” continues.

Link 4: Mind and form

Link 5: The 6 sense bases

Link 6: Contact

Link 7: Feeling

Link 8: Craving

Link 9: Grasping
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5.10 The “pig stage”
18th-35th week
The fetus begins to feel a sense of revulsion at being in the
womb.

A pig embryo

A human embryo

Birth: Our mothers affection
“We receive immense affection from our mother. It is
the first thing we experience
after we are born. That immense affection from our
mother is in our blood. For
the whole rest of our life,
when other people smile at
us, it creates a genuine feeling of closeness. It makes us
feel happy. Animals feel like
that too!”
HH The Dalai Lama
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5.11 Buddhism and birth control
Monks, nuns and universal responsibility
A lot of the worlds
problems become
easier to solve with
fewer people. This can
be achieved by education .... and more
of us becoming nuns
and monks. If we all
adopt a more universal
responsibility we can
make sure that fewer
children are cared for
better.

Contraception and the duty to have children
Buddhism does not regard having children as a duty. Contraception is acceptable if it prevents conception, but contraceptives that work by stopping the development of a fertilized egg should not be used: life begins at conception.

11 children in one family- not unusual in Victorian England
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Abortion
“From a Buddhist viewpoint,
abortion is an act of killing and
is negative, generally speaking.
But it depends on the circumstances. If the unborn child will
be retarded or if the birth will
create serious problems for the
parent, these are cases where
there can be an exception. I
think abortion should be approved or disapproved according to each circumstance.”
HH the Dalai Lama

5.12 Rebirth
Past lives memories
Many people can recall incidents and experiences from
their past lives. Due to ignorance negative and positive
karma are created and their
imprints remain on the mind
stream. Children who claim
to remember previous lives
have been found in every
part of the world. Typically,
such a child begins to speak
about a previous life almost
as soon as it can speak,
usually between the ages of
two and three; and typically
it stops doing so between
the ages of five and seven.
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Uncontrolled rebirth
Under the sway of karma
and destructive emotions, these are reactivated
through craving and grasping, propelling us into the
next life. We then take rebirth involuntarily in higher
or lower realms.
This is the way ordinary
beings circle incessantly
through existence like the
turning of a wheel.

past life

this life

next life

The potential of a precious human rebirth
Even under such
circumstances ordinary beings can
engage diligently
with a positive aspiration in virtuous
practices in their
day-to-day lives.
They familiarize themselves with virtue that at the time of
death can be reactivated providing the means for them to
take rebirth in a higher realm of existence.
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Controlled rebirth: Person to reincarnate is in
control
Some beings are able
to choose their place
and time of birth as well
as their future parents.
Such a rebirth, which is
solely for the benefit of
others, is rebirth through
the force of compassion
and prayer. Reincarnation is a phenomenon
which should take place
either:

-through the voluntary choice
of the concerned person or at
least on the strength of his or
her karma, merit and prayers.
-the person who reincarnates
has sole legitimate authority
over where and how he or she
takes rebirth and how that
reincarnation is to be recognized.
-no one else can force the
person concerned, or manipulate him or her
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Behavior patterns and phobia based on past
lives
Many of the children show
phobias or frequent nightmares that are unusual in
their family but found to correspond to behavior shown
by the deceased person concerned or conjecturable for
her or him.

Anne Frank’s rebirth, Barbo Karlen, has a phobia of
beans. They remind her of
her traumatic past.

Birthmarks based on past lives
Some birthmarks or birth
defects of children correspond to a wound (usually
fatal) or other mark on the
deceased person whose
life the child said it remembered.
Birthmarks are areas of
hairless, puckered skin;
some are of little or no
pigmentation (hypopigmented macules); other
are of increased pigmentation (hyperpigmented
nevi).
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Birth defects based on past lives
Birth defects are nearly always of rare types. A close correspondence is nearly always found between the birthmarks
and/or birth defects on the child and the wounds on the deceased person.

Procedures of recognition of reborn spiritual
masters
-the reincarnation’s reliably recounting his previous life and speaking
about it
-identifying possessions belonging
to the predecessor and recognizing
people who had been close to him
-asking reliable spiritual masters for their divination
-the predecessor’s predictive letter and other instructions
and indications that might occur
-observing the visions that manifest in sacred lakes
-divination employing the doughball method (zen tak) before
a sacred image while calling upon the power of truth
-Golden Urn
-seeking the predictions of mundane oracles, who appear
through mediums in trance
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5.13 Tibetan medicine
Practitioners take a holistic approach
For Tibetan medicine, health and wellness are long term goals. They can only
be achieved with a healthy mental and
social environment.
Treatments fall into three categories

1) secular therapies such as medicine,
diet and surgery
2) spiritual cures, based on Buddha’s
power as a healer
3) cures based on the dharma or teaching of Buddha.

Training the mind to cure the body

Many illnesses are thought to be rooted
in emotions and ideally can be cured by
controlling these emotions. Treatments
of symptoms is only a short-term measure.
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Karmic obstacles
A sickness can
be caused by a
karmic obscuration: the result of negative
karma. Something that cannot be cured by
medicine, only
by purification:
meditations and
merit accumulation for example.

The potential of the mind to heal the body
Love feeds cells to live, hate to die: If we don’t know our
mind, it is likely to makes us ill: Depending on our thoughts,
our brain will release different chemicals:

Positive, compassionate
states of mind:
-dopamine
-Oxytocin
-Vasopressin

Negative states of mind:
-Norepinephrine
-Histamine
-Cytokines
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Love creates different neural networks than
hate

Neural networks take the shape
of the thoughts we have most
often. The quantity and quality of
our thoughts create us: We have
the choice to create a neural network of hate or a neural network
of love.

Vajrayana - Controlling the winds

The Buddhist tantric practitioner
investigates the movement of
winds in the channels, and slowly
acquires the ability to control
them. Experiments with trained
meditators have shown their capacity to increase the temperature of their fingers and toes by
as much as 8.3°C. The practice
involves intense visualization of
deities and concentration upon
the minor chakra at the tip of the
sex-organ. The winds are drawn
into the lower opening of the central channel, producing an intense
heat, called tumo.
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The mind triggering the body
Even the untrained mind has the
power to control the body. One
example are “imaginary pregnancies” (pseudocyesis): the appearance of clinical or subclinical
signs and symptoms associated
with pregnancy although the
individual is not physically carrying a baby: missed periods, flow
of milk from breast and contractions. To a point that a doctor
has to ultrasound test to find out
if the woman in question is actually pregnant.

The three aspects:Wind, Bile and Phlegm
1. Wind

2. Bile

3. Phlegm

The three humors govern all biological, psychological, psychopathological and emotional functions of the individual
body, speech and mind. Attachment is the precondition for
Wind, hatred for Bile, and closed-mindedness for Phlegm.
The three energies arise respectively from the mental predispositions of the mind and become the psychic cause of
the three humors. They are responsible for the tissue production and maintenance, aging, elimination of waste products, energy flow, and the sustaining of life itself. These also
help maintain a person’s health when they are in balance
and harmony and bring illnesses when they are out of balance.
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The 7 Constitutionsand their important role in
diagnosis, prevention and treatment
The personality, mental attitude and physiology of the individual is developed from the combination of the parents’
constitution and our own past karma. Principal constitutions
are:

1.Wind

5.WindPhlegm

2.Bile

6.BilePhlegm
7.WindBile-Phlegm

3.Phlegm

4.Wind-Bile

Mental poisons, environment, habits, diet

The humors can be altered or disrupted by the three mental
poisons of ignorance anger and attachment respectively; by
environmental causes. If you live an unhealthy lifestyle, one
of the energies is likely to increase and even become your
dominant energy. Consequently, you will suffer because your
energies are not in balance with your inborn constitution.
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Imbalance chart: Mental afflictions causing
health problems
Mental affliction

Humor

Health problems

Greed, attachments,
desire

Anxiety, movement disorders, insomnia, mental illness, addictions

Anger, hostility, aggression

inflammations, infections, metabolic and
hormonal problems

Delusion, confusion,
close- mindedness

respiratory disorders, obesity, diabetes

5.14 Approaching death
Reflecting on the death process
The most meaningful motivation for dharma practice
Statistically every human has died in the past, every day we
have fewer days to live. We don’t know when we are going
to die, there are more reasons for death than life, our body
is very fragile. At the moment of death only our mind training will matter, not wealth, friends or family. Our body will
not be useful. The only possible outcome of birth is death.
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All my past bodies
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Before death experiences: Experiential pattern
match Buddhist view
Many people providing end-of-life care to patients and family members witness the dying having visions. This is a common phenomena, not just in the final hours of person’s life,
but often in the time leading up to it. People see loved ones,
“spirits” they don’t know, sometimes they’ll say the room is
crowded,” or a familiar smell – like body odor or a certain
perfume.”

Near death experiences have been recorded for thousands
of years. All individuals report similar experiences: time and
space get distorted, senses become more vivid, one is being
greeted by warm, loving beings of light. It is a compassionate, healing experience for everyone, nobody wants to come
back to “life”. “Flat liners” with no brain function come back
with observational memories. People come back changed.
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3 reasons why we die
1. Karma
When, according to past karma,
life’s end is due
2. life sustaining factors
When factors sustaining life
are unavailable (e.g., death
by lack of medication, starvation etc)
3. ignorance
Through ignorance: suicide,
carelessness,,upon the full exhaustion of the impetus of that action which, in another lifetime, laid the foundation for this one
-in completion of the causes of sustaining life, such as lack
of necessities. (untimely death/death upon the consumption
of merit).

Prolonging death: Many things we can do
Such as long-life pujas to counteract the exhaustion of life
energy or engaging in charity and so forth to counteract exhaustion of your fortune.

As a way of increasing
their life-span, some
people in Tibet would
buy animals that were
marked for slaughter and
set them free. A weak
cause may encounter a
strong antidote.
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Organ donations: Motivation of compassion
If the wish to donate
one’s organs is done
with the motivation
of compassion, then
any disturbance to
the death process
that this causes is
far outweighed by
the positive karma
that one is creating
by this act of giving.
It is another way
in which one can
die with a positive
and compassionate
mind.

Approaching death: Many subtle signs-Dreams,
breathing pattern

If you are observant, you can notice such signs up
to six months before you are going to die: in our
dreams, in our
bodily aura, our
personal vibrations. Many old
people know they
are about to die.
The most accurate indication that
death is approaching is a change in
our breathing pattern.
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Sense enjoyments deteriorate: Nothing gives
pleasure any more
Even sense enjoyments deteriorate, no longer giving pleasure. When you have a
heavy disease or illness,
the food, form, color etc.
that used to give you
pleasure no longer does
so. You do not get any
pleasure from the sensory objects, no pleasure
from the flower. The flower is there, but you do
not get any pleasure from
it.

The deteriorating 4 elements
The sinking of the 5 aggregates

When we die naturally, each of our four elements deteriorates—we call it “absorbing”—they deteriorate, and gradually
lead to internal and external hallucinatory visions. Also the
five aggregates form, feeling, discrimination, compounded
phenomena, and consciousness—all dissolve During our lifetime we have built up such hallucinated experience, that at
the death-time we produce reactions of even more confusion. From the moment
of conception, when the
four elements start absorbing internally, they
create confused energy.
The older you get, your
sensory organs do not
function well; the four
elements already start to
absorb. the sense organs
deteriorate; the five aggregates also weaken,
bringing confusion and
hallucinated visions.
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5.15 Mind at death
The virtuous mind

One dies within a virtuous mind, through which one’s rebirth
is improved if the dying person might take to mind a virtuous object such as:
-the Three Jewels
-the spiritual teacher
-cultivate immeasurable equanimity
-becoming free from desire and hatred toward any sentient
beings
-meditate on emptiness
-meditate on cultivating compassion
Having a virtuous mind at the time of death, is giving a
sense of passing from darkness into light, are free of anxiety and see pleasant appearances. There are many cases of
very ill persons who, near the time of death, speak of being
in great comfort despite their illness.
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The neutral and the non virtuous mind
Some die within a neutral
attitude, neither taking a
virtuous object to mind nor
generating desire or hatred. Sometimes, relatives
or friends annoy the dying
person with their nervousness, thereby making him
or her angry or arouse the
dying person to manifest
desire. Whether it be desire or hatred, if one dies
within an unhealthy attitude to which one is well
accustomed, it is very dangerous. Others with little illness
fall into great fright, with labored breathing. These latter are
sunk in non-virtuous thoughts, have a sense of going from
light to darkness and see unpleasant forms.

Desirous thoughts are the time of death
In everyday life, attitudes of desire, hatred, jealousy and so
forth, to which we are well accustomed, become manifest
with only slight provocation; but those with
which we have little familiarity take considerable provocation, such
as recourse to reasoning, to manifest themselves. Similarly, at the
time of death, attitudes
of long familiarity usually take precedence and
direct the rebirth.
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For this same reason, strong
attachment is generated for the
self, since one fears that one’s
self is becoming nonexistent.
This attachment serves as the
connecting link to the intermediate state between lives
(Bardo); the liking of a body, in
turn, acts as a cause establishing the body of the intermediate being.

A bad migration is itself very frightful; in
the end, one rushes
to the place of rebirth
and, when one’s wish
is not achieved, gets
angry, whereupon the
intermediate state
ceases and the new life
begins. The connection
to a life is, therefore,
made under the influence of desire, hatred
and ignorance.
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Suicide and sudden death
The state of mind at the time
of death is extremely important,
because this plays a vital part in
the situation one is reborn into.
This is one reason why suicide
is very unfortunate, because
the state of mind of the person
who commits suicide is usually
depressed and negative and is
likely to throw them into a lower
rebirth. Also, it doesn’t end the
suffering, it just postpones it to
another life.
Absolute strangers talked down
a man wanting to jump off a
London bridge and held him until
help arrived.

5.16 Helping the dying
Reminder of practice
During the process of a natural death a dying person’s exhalation gets longer and longer while his/her inhalation gets
shorter and more labored. The time to remind him/her of
whatever practice he/
she did during his lifetime is while his heart
center is still warm.
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This is also a good time
to play whatever religious
instruments the dying
person might have been
familiar with. Since even
normally irreligious people often look for refuge
at the time of death, it is
possible to benefit even
them, by skillfully reminding them of spiritual
matters.

Not increasing their attachment
Suppose I am your dying father and you come and start crying, “Oh, Father, if you die, how can I live?” Then I would
be so disturbed, and be unable to cope with the situation.
So just let go, okay? Do not make tremendous anxiety and
emotionally disturb him; just leave him in peace. As much
as possible give him confidence. Try to help him by saying,
“When you die you will be happy, no worries, everything
will be all right. It is a perfect time to go now.” Anything
that increases his attachment and hatred
is not good. A quiet,
peaceful environment
is also important.
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Things not to do
Ideally, until a dying person’s very subtle consciousness has left his or
her body, you should never
touch them anywhere, but
certainly not the lower
parts of their body. The
only place you should ever
touch a dying person is on
the crown of the head. If
the very subtle consciousness has already left the body, but
if the consciousness has not yet left the body, then rearranging the dying person’s limbs will actually be destroying
his or her chance to die successfully. Therefore, if you ever
need to touch the body of a dead person you should always
touch the crown of the head first.

Mind of the deceased person still receptive
Depending on a persons
karma, their mind stream
might stay more connected to the previous life
than to the next one. It
can be reassuring even
just to talk to the dead
person and at some level
to know that they are
probably receiving your
message. The mind of the
deceased person at this
stage can still be subtle
and receptive.
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Self help for the dying: Simulating death using
Tantric techniques

During a normal person’s life the
knots will always be there, restricting the central channel and stopping
any winds from moving within it. For
an ordinary person it is only at the
very last stage of the death process
that the side channels loosen and the
winds inside them flow into the central channel, allowing the clear light
to become active. A qualified practitioner of Tantra can convert the subtle minds associated with death into
a virtuous path consciousness.

Amitābha Buddha-field or “pure land”
There are many Buddhas, and each
Buddha has a pure land or Buddha
field. The method of Phowa can be applied at the moment of death to transfer one’s consciousness through the
top of the head directly into a Buddhafield of one’s choice. Here you have the
uninterrupted ability of meeting with
fully-enlightened beings and receive
teachings from them until full and complete enlightenment is reached. A region offering respite from karmic transmigration.
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The 9 doors
“There are nine doors to our body and eight of them are
samsaric. It is the ninth, the entrance at the crown of our
head, that is the door to mahamudra, the great liberation.”
Naropa
The other doors lead to
rebirth in the various
samsaric realms and are
therefore not appropriate
gateways through which
our consciousness should
depart.

This practitioner has
stuck a small blade of
grass into the opening
caused by the practice of
Phowa.

Achieving liberation at the state of lucid vacuity
It is this great subtlety and clarity
of the mind during the death process that makes it so valuable to
use for advanced meditation practices, and why such emphasis is put
on it in Buddhism. Advanced practitioners will often stay in the clear
light meditation for several days
after the breathing has stopped,
engaging in these advanced meditations, and can achieve liberation
at this time.
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5.17 The stage of dissolution at death
Entering the bardo
Going from the death process into the Bardo is like
entering the dream state,
the experience is similar. When you die the elements of the gross body
absorb, the same as when
you sleep, the gross body
and gross concepts absorb,
and then from the sleeping stage there is some kind
of clear light and a subtle
body is manifested which is
the dream stage body. This
is quite similar to the Bardo
stage body and the activity is similar to that in the Bardo.

The intermediate state: Similar experiences
during lifetime

These states of increasing subtlety during death and of increasing grossness
during rebirth are also experienced in
fainting and orgasm as well as before
and after sleeping and dreaming, although not in complete form.
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“The ideas that we have been holding on to for a lifetime
begin to disappear. Normally, our identity is our companion;
it makes us feel secure. But when everything deteriorates,
both internally and externally, we are loosing this security
and get scared. At the time of death all dualistic concepts
disappear and this allows us to touch a broader reality.
Since our physical energy is generally going in the wrong
direction, our superstitions and the delusions, explode.”
Lama yeshe
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1st dissolution- Earth element dissolves
Body becomes very thin, limbs loose: there is the
sense that the body is sinking under the earth.

Factor

External sign

Aggregate
of form dissolves

Limbs become smaller: body becomes
weak and powerless; the luster of your
body diminishes: your strength is consumed.

Eye sense dissolves

Cannot open or close your eyes, and
colors and shapes are lost. Your sight
becomes unclear and dark.

Basic mirror-like
wisdom dissolves

The ordinary consciousness that clearly
perceives many objects simultaneously.

Appearance of a
mirage
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2nd dissolution- water element dissolves
Saliva, sweat, urine, blood and regenerative fluid
dry greatly
External sign

Factor
Aggregate of feelings
dissolves

Ear sense dissolves
Basic wisdom of

equality dissolves

Body consciousness can no
longer experience the three
types of feelings that accompany sense consciousness.

You can no longer hear external or internal sounds.

You are no longer mindful of
the feelings of pleasure, pain,
or neutrality that usually accompany the sense consciousness.

Appearance of smoke
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3rd dissolution: Fire element dissolves
You cannot digest food and drink.

Factor
Aggregate of discrimination dissolves

External sign
You are not mindful of affairs of
close persons.

Nose sense dissolves

You can no longer smell; your inhalation is weak and exhalation strong
and lengthy.

Basic wisdom
of analysis dissolves

You can no longer remember the
names of persons close to you.

Appearance of
fireflies or sparks
within smoke
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4thdissolution: Wind element dissolves
The tongue becomes thick, short; the root of
the tongue becomes blue
External sign

Factor
Aggregate of compositional factors dissolves

The ten winds move to
heart; inhalation and exhalation ceases. You cannot perform physical actions

tongue sense dissolves

You cannot experience
smoothness or roughness or
experience tastes and tangible objects

You are no longer mindful of
external worldly activities,
purposes, and so forth.

Basic wisdom of achieving activities dissolves

Appearance of a candle sputtering out
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5th dissolution: Winds enter channel at top of
head

Factor

External sign

Eighty conceptions and
basic wisdom of the
realms of phenomena
dissolve

The winds to the right
and left channels above
heart enter channel at
the top of the head.

At first, flickering candle
then clear vacuity filled
with white appearance
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6th diss.: winds move into central channel
Factor

External sign

Mind of white appearance dissolves

The winds in the right and
left clear vacuity channels
below heart enter central
channel at base of spine

Clear vacuity with red
increase
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7th dissolution: winds gather at heart
Factor

External sign

The mind of red increase dissolves

The upper and lower winds
gather at heart; then winds
enter drop at heart

At first, vacuity filled
with thick darkness;
then, as if swooning
unconsciously
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Eighth dissolution: winds dissolve into drops
Factor
Mind of black near-attainment dissolves

External sign
All winds dissolve into the
very subtle life force in the indestructible drop at the heart

The very subtle consciousness and its wind
that leave the body at
death is the eternal
indestructible drop.
Mind and wind depend
on each other—without
mind there can be no
wind, and without wind
there can be no mind—
and it is the container
of the indestructible
drop that holds them
together.

The mind of the clear
light of death
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Signs of the consciousness leaving the body
1) When all heat has left the area of the heart center (center
of the chest)
2) The body starts to smell or decompose
3) A subtle awareness that the consciousness has left and
the body has become like ‘an empty shell’
4) A slumping of the body in a practitioner who has been sitting in meditation after the stopping of the breath.

5.18 The bardo state
The intermediate state and the subtle body
We were born within the realms of desire and form so we
must pass through an intermediate state. The intermediate
being has all five senses, but also clairvoyance, and an ability to arrive immediately wherever we want to be. We see
other intermediate beings of our own type— hell-being, hungry ghost, animal, human, demigod or god—and we can be
seen by some humans with special abilities.
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We are a mindstream empty of inherent existence sometimes attached to form
If a place of birth appropriate to one’s predispositions is not
found, a small death occurs after seven days, and one is reborn into another intermediate state. This can occur at most
six times, with the result that the longest period spent in the
intermediate state is forty-nine days. This means that those
beings who, even a year after dying, report that they have
not found a birthplace are not in the intermediate state but
have become a formless being.For those who have the karmic dispositions to be reborn in the formless realms the new
life begins immediately upon death.
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Be your own guide

“Try to visualize a white OM in the center of your brain.
Recognize that the white OM is the pure energy of the divine. Be your own guide; protect yourself from suffering at
the time of death. This is the cleverest thing to do, the best
thing to do. Train yourself in the right meditations during
your lifetime; make yourself ready, capable.”
Lama Yeshe
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6.
The
Law of karma
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6.1 The concept of Karma
My karma: This is my circus, so I am responsible for the monkeys
“Whatever negative karma we’ve created, whatever the
huge amount of garbage in our mind, we have to carry it all.
Since we’ve created the cause, we have to suffer each result.”
Lama Yeshe
Whatever external causal conditons someone comes across
in subsequent lives result from the accumulation of that individual’s actions in previous lives. When the karmic force of
past deeds reaches maturity a person experiences
pleasurable and unpleasurable mental states.

“Complaining about someone means we have forgotten
about karma.”
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Beings are the heirs of their own karma
We can’t purify someone else: only inspire
People reap the rewards
of good karma and suffer the consequences of
unwholesome acts. They
created this karma under their own volition,
and no one can prevent
them from experiencing
the consequences. On
the ultimate level, there
is nothing you or anybody else can do to save
them.

Karma is a natural law
Works for everyone, whether or not they believe in it
Karma is a law Buddhists have observed and found to be
true, not a man made moral judgement system. It is based
on repeated experiments and observations that describe and
predict an outcome. There is no concept of good nor bad
karma—simply karma. It is as a universal law that has nothing to do with abstract ideas of justice, reward, or punishment.
Karmic acceleration

Karmic
force
Karmic mass
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Intention creates Karmic seeds
“Karma” means “Action”. Thoughts and emotions are not in
themselves positive or negative but influenced by our motivation behind it: Karmic seeds are created by the intention
(conscious or unconscious volition) of the mind.

Karma is the cause not the result
The conscious or subconscious volition of the mind
is called karma, causing the
creation of a potential in
our mindstream that is triggered when the right conditions arise. The resulting
manifestation can be positive or negative.

Karma kicking foot,resulting
flying ball
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From Ignorance to karmic actions

1. Because of our ignorance of the true nature of our mind we..

2. ... mistakenly assume a disconnected, solid
I and develop the habit of dividing between us
and others

3. Habitual mental afflictions are developed...

4.....under which influence we perform actions that are obscured in
their nature.
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Karma creates us
Karma is the force
that connects all moments of our life. It
connects everything
around us. The direction and tendency of
our being is shaped
by the countless acts
of volition which we
make every day.

We get good at what we practise often
Every thought has a direction, an inherent momentum which
discharges itself upon the world. With every mental image,
every longing, every coherent idea, we are radiating a very
subtle, but extremely powerful, field of energy which influences our environment.
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6.2 Karmic seeds
Karmic seeds are created in a sequence
1. (Object) Base: A human called “Peter”

2.a)
Mental intention (positive/negative or
neutral, conscious or subconscious):
Frank wishes to kill

2.b)
Discriminating factor: Frank wishes to kill Peter
not John
2.c)
Affliction: Anger
or attachment

Frank

Peter

3.
Deed/ Action:
Frank kills Peter

John

4.
Completion (satisfaction):
Peter dies, Frank rejoices
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5.
A “heavy”
negative karmic seed is
created and
stored in
Franks mind
stream.

A “lighter” karmic example
The heaviness depends on how complete the sequence is. :
Step 2a is missing from the karmic sequence:
1. Base: A bug

2.a) Intention: Frank has no intention to kill
2.b) Discriminating factor:
A bug not a bee

2.c) Affliction:
Lack of concentration

3. Deed/ Action: Killing the bug

4. Completion (satisfaction): The
bug dies, Frank doesn’t rejoice, he
doesn’t even notice
5. Completion: The bug dies, a
“lighter” negative karmic seed is
created and stored in our mindstream.
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Heaviness of karma varies upon factors
Physical non virtues are heavier:
......as the physical
act of killing.

Thinking
about killing
someone is
not as heavy
........

Gradual increase: thoughts, speech, physical
action

Karma is created in the mind, speech and body following the
mind’s lead.

....words....

Thoughts become...

...words become actions...

...actions become who we
are.
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Not every mental activity creates karmic imprints
If there is a lack of clarity of conscientiousness or the event is very brief,
there is very little volition and so no
karmic sequence.
Listening to music while reading: the
main focus of the mind is on the book,
the song playing on the radio registers
insignificantly.

Example of the creation of a karmic seed
1. Cause
Previous afflictive emotions, lack of equanimity and compassion

2. Impermanence
As soon as the right
conditions arise the
seed triggers an action
of the mind speech or
body.

3. Potentiality:
The completion creates a new
karmic seed of the same type.
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Propensities of a negative karmic seeds

Repetition
(immediate continuation of the
potential)

Grasping at self (assuming a real and
solid I)

Samsaric experiences (mind attached
to any samsaric experiences)
Similar factors (potential for the same
mind to rise again at a later stage)

Mind greedy for possessions
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Definite, potential to increase,non transferable,
do not exhaust
1. Definite
A karmic seed will definitely create a result.

You jump up. You fall down.
Turn on a light- it will cast a shadow. Cause and effect.
2. Potential to increase

An argument about noise in a
neighbourhood ends up in people
shooting each other

3. Non transferable

You can’t experience
somebody else’s karma

4. Karma doesn’t exhaust

The karmic potential stays until it is purified
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Contaminated and uncontaminated seeds
Mental activities leave long and short term contaminated or
uncontaminated propensities on our mind stream.
Uncontaminated seeds
Beings with direct realization of
selflessness and emptiness
Contaminated seeds
Created without direct realization
of selflessness and emptiness. All
afflictive emotions are accompanied by a certain degree of misunderstanding of reality. When the
appropriate conditions arise, the
potential of the seed manifests,
producing a result.

Propelling and completing karma
Propelling karma is strictly what throws
you into a particular rebirth. It is the
craving for existence.
Completing karma influences
the circumstances you experience in that particular rebirth,
craving for sense pleasures.

Living in a rich household.
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Born as a dog

Living on the street

Karma means dependent origination
Some events are too complex
to understand. Dependent
origination implies that nothing in the universe occurs at
random, or apart from anything else. “Randomness” and
“accident” are names given to
events that are too complex
for the human mind to fully
understand.
The subtle interplay of cause
and effect is hard to predict.

Results are not proportional to actions
“Small” karmic actions can lead to “big” results
You may think that tipping over a tiny stone might not have
any consequences.... until you have witnessed an avalanche.

A tiny domino can knock over a
chain of dominoes of increasing
size.
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Karmic networks: trophic cascades
Our mind creates our physical world
Human mental afflictions like attachment
and anger caused most apex predators in
the world to be almost extinct. They are
hunted to prevent attacks on humans and
livestock, acquiring pelts and for entertainment. Their absence causes cascading, degrading effects on aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems.

Karmic networks: Small action-big change
One extinct species- huge effect
Understanding “trophic cascades” in large complicated
ecosystems is challenging.They
area good example of a karmic
network, where every “tiny” action can have a bigger result.
After wolves were reintroduced
in the Yellowstone National park,
scientists were able to study
their impact. Wolves affected
the behavior and the densities
of other animals, like elk, stopping over browsing, increasing
the growth tree saplings. This
affected the structure of plant
and animal communities, like
beavers, over large areas. As a
consequence of this it changed
the flow of streams, shaping the
landscape itself.
Our mind shapes the landscape
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Motivation Motivation
attachment compassion

Indirect reciprocity and fear of a bad reputation: How our collective mind shapes society
1. Others become aware of your acts of generosity
2. Others tend to be generous to those with a good reputation so it pays you to be generous.
3. Even if the recipient of a favour never returns the favour
directly, it will get you a good reputation.
4. This will cause others to be generous to you.
5. If you are not generous, you will acquire a reputation for
stinginess.
6. Others will punish you for this by being stingy to you.

I won’t scratch your back if you don’t scratch mine

Most of us keep a mental count of everybody we know and
how much they have done for us and how much we have
done for them. If we have the
impression hat someone has
consistently done less for us
than we have done for them,
then the next time they ask
for help, we will be less inclined to give it. We punish
free-riding by refusing to cooperate.
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6.3 Merit
Motivation matters
Merit is a force that results from good
deeds done; it is capable of attracting
good circumstances in a person’s life,
as well as improving the person’s mind
and inner well-being. Moreover, it affects the next lives to come, as well
as the destination a person is reborn.
Merit can be gained in a number of
ways, such as giving, virtue and mental development. The generation of
merit in the case of building a stupa is
not correlated with the stupa itself, but
with the intention of the individual that
is building the stupa. The only way to
earn fresh merit is by controlling the
untamed mind, not by any outside
help.
-a person with no intention, simply
placing a brick because that is their
job will not create much merit
-a person with the intention to simply have a better rebirth will create
some
-a person with the intention of a
bodhisattva to liberate all sentient
beings will create a lot
The stupa itself is a cause for infinite possible generation of merit for
all sentient beings, but only relative
to their intention toward it.
Cause creating external factors and
cause creating internal (karmic)
factors need to be accumulated simultaneously.
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Merit of objects
Some objects create more merit than others:

Donating to a fascist
political party....less.

Donating to a charity helping poor countries...more.

It is always wrong to harm any sentient being, but the
heaviness of Karma created is different. The more developed
a being is, the worse it is to kill it. For example, it creates
more negative karma to kill a human..

.. than a bee.
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Motivation, deed, frequency

Motivation
(dedication
before donating)

Deed (the way
you do it, respectfully giving
a beggar money)

Frequency
(habituation
of charitable
actions)

Accumulating new merit and avoiding unfavorable conditions
Earning new merits and weeding out bad causes are purely
mental processes. They cannot be reached with outside
help. The only way to attain it is to control and discipline the
hitherto untamed mind. Both are to be accumulated at the
same time:
-Causal external factors
-Causal internal (karmic) conditioning factors.

Avoiding the 10 non virtues
Physical non virtues:
-Killing
-Stealing
-Sexual misconduct
Non virtues of the mind:

Non virtues of speech:

-Lying
-Divisive speech
-Harsh speech
-Senseless talk

-Covertness
-Harmful intent
-Wrong views
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Karmic purification: 4 opponent powers
1. Regret (constructive not low
self esteem)

2. Reliance
(help instead
harming)
A) Buddhas
refuge in 3
jewels
B) Non Buddhas wanting
to free sentient beings
from suffering

3. Antidote: having
the power to have
opposing thoughts:
Every virtue purifies non virtues (Vajrasattva purification)

4. Resolve: after
making a mistake-resolution
not to do it again
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Changing the course of our karmic ship
The totality of past ations manifests as one’s favourable and
unfavourable external factors, the inner causal conditions
determine the realization of happiness.

Imagine a huge container ship loaded with all the negative
karmic seeds of our past lives, heading for an abyss. It will
take time and immense effort to stop it and turn it around.
“Desire and attachment won’t change overnight, but desire
becomes less ordinary as we redirect our worldly yearning
toward the aspiration to become enlightened for the benefit
of others. At the same time, we don’t abandon the ordinary
objects of our desires relationships, wealth, fame - but our
attachment to them lessens as we contemplate their impermanence. Not rejecting them, rejoicing in our fortune when
they arise, yet recognizing that they won’t last, we begin to
build qualities of spiritual maturity. As our attachment slowly
decreases, harmful actions that would normally result
from attachment are reduced. We create less negative
karma, more fortunate karma, and the mind’s positive
qualities gradually increase”
Chagdud Tulku Rinpoche
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Padmasambhava: the samsaric mind
“Let the confusion come through, and then let the confusion correct itself. So let the phenomena play. Let the phenomena make fools of themselves by themselves. This is
the approach. There is no point in saying, “Let me have a
word with you. I would like to explain the whole situation
inside-out.” By itself, just saying something is inadequate—
not to mention the difficulty of finding the right thing to say.
It simply does not work. The phenomenal world cannot be
conned with words, with logic, petty logic. The phenomenal world can only be dealt with in terms of what happens
within it, in terms of its own logic. This is a larger version of
the logic, the totality of the logicalness of the situation. So
an important feature of Padmasambhava’s style is letting
the phenomena play themselves through rather than trying
to prove or explain something.” The world is our opportune
situation; it is what we have to work with. Nothing that arises makes us have to fight with the world. The world is the
extraordinarily
rich situation that
is there; it is full
of resources for
us. This basic approach of generosity and richness
is the dharmakaya’s approach.
It is total positive thinking. This
greater vision is
the first attitude
in relation to the
path”
Chögyam Trungpa
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7.
Equanimity
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7.1 Definitions of equanimity
When the mind indulges in sensual objects, it
becomes agitated.
Attracted by pleasant
objects or disgusted
by undesirable objects,
extreme reactions to
contraries are universal
among human beings.
We lack the ability to
stay balanced.
Love or hate: we are
trapped in a never ending
roller coaster of drama

The excited mind is not real happiness
We rarely have the chance to experience the joy that comes with
peace and tranquility. The greater
the letting go, the deeper the
equanimity.
“A mind filled with equanimity is
abundant, exalted, immeasurable,
without hostility and without illwill.”
Buddha
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The dualistic mind is a mind of extremes—uneven and unbalanced.
It’s a painful mind. It’s the psychological equivalent of constantly having a nail poked into you. The extreme mind is a
complete hindrance to your developing the peaceful, blissful
mind of equanimity
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What it is not
Equanimity is not insensitivity,
indifference, or apathy. It is
the steady conscious realization of reality’s transience, the
capacity to not be caught up
with what happens to us.
Equanimity does not arise
easily.

7.2 Approaches to equanimity
Step by step approach
The mind will be wellbalanced for a little while
and then it will go off
again. Only if obstacles
are understood and removed, the the resulting equanimity can be
the foundation for caring, presence, flexibility and diligence. This is
done through practices
that cultivate calm, concentration, and mindfulness. When the mind is
calm, we are less likely
to be blown about by the
worldly winds.
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Constantly inclining your mind toward its cultivation
Equanimity is to be continually mindful from moment to
moment, without a break,
based on the intention to
develop it. Once activated,
it will be the cause for it to
continue and to deepen.
One moment of equanimity causes a succeeding moment. Step by step, it is
strengthened, intervals grow
more prolonged and frequent. Eventually, it becomes
strong enough to qualify as a
factor of enlightenment.

Choose friends who have no attachment to beings or possessions

Some cling to what they think “belongs” to them, both people and
things. Some find it difficult to see
someone else enjoying or using their
“property”.
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Cultivate non discriminatory compassion

ALL living beings are your loved ones. Cultivating an equinumerous attitude towards ALL of them will strengthen your
equanimity.

Cultivation of Integrity
When we live and act with integrity or virtue, we feel confident about our actions and words, which results in equanimity.
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Cultivation of well-being

Cultivate the well-being that is
easily available in daily life. Taking
time to enjoy one’s tea or the sunset is a training in equanimity.

7.2 Cultivation of wisdom
Thoroughly analyse and meditate on our wisdom

Confidence grounded in wisdom
we meditated upon is very powerful. When we have confidence in
our ability to engage in our spiritual
practice we are more likely to meet
challenges with equanimity.
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Not reducing people to one action
Wisdom can teach us to separate people’s actions from who
they are for example. We can
agree or disagree with their
actions, but remain balanced
in our relationship with a person. Nobody exists as enemy
from their own side: even our
enemies are seen as friends
by some people. Equanimity a
mind that doesn’t make a difference between a friend and
an enemy

Wisdom of mindfulness

One of the most powerful
ways to use wisdom to facilitate equanimity is to be
mindful of when equanimity
is absent: Honest awareness
of what makes us imbalanced
helps us to learn how to find
balance. Cultivating careful
attention to how balance is
lost results in caring, presence, flexibility and diligence.
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Insight is an antidote to attachment
The deepest forms of
insight is the insight in
the nature of impermanence. We see that
things change so quickly that we can’t hold
onto anything: eventually the mind lets go of
clinging.

7.3 Equanimity through mind training
2000 years of Meditation tradition
As meditators worked with
their minds in the past, they
all experienced nine stages
of the meditative process.
The refinement of one’s ability to accurately perceive
the subtle levels of consciousness is one of the important reasons for meditation.
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Meditating in dream state consciousness

While we are in dream states, it is also possible to practice
various meditations.
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The “9 Stages Of Meditation”/ the “5 paths”
Meditation is the key to transformation. Reciting mantras
and the study of clever texts alone will not trigger a permanent internal change. Since the first meditators, 2500 years
ago, various clearly defined stages have been identified. The
nine elephants show progression on the path. Another definition of the journey to enlightenment are the 5 paths. The
“Ten Bhumis” are yet another description of the stages to
enlightenment.
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2 types of meditation
You direct your mind to be in the present
1. Placement meditation: cultivating concentration
Results:
-awareness strengthened, awareness of our mind for example, not following negative thoughts
-calmness of the mind
2. “Analytical meditation”
You take distance from an event and analyse it

15-50000 hours of meditation create gamma waves never
seen in humans

“If you can not concentrate you can not progress”
Geshe Namdak
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The five paths:
1. The path of accumulation
2. The path of preparation
3. The path of seeing
4. The path of meditation
5. The path of no more
learning

9 stages of meditation:
1. Placement
2. Close placement
3. Repeated placement
4. Taming
5. Pacifying
6. Thoroughly pacifying
7. One pointed
8. Equanimity
9. Balanced placement
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Objects of the 5 senses: Distracting the mind
In the early stages of
cultivating meditation,
the attention is readily distracted by the five
senses: Touch, taste,
smell, hearing and seeing. The meditator needs
to learn how to not focus
on them or any distracting
thoughts of past, present
and future.

9 stages: the symbols

The mind is like an elephant:
incredibly powerful, but when
uncontrolled very dangerous to everybody. The dark
color signifies the presence of
weakness and fogginess

The monkey’s dark color symbolizes distraction and scattering of
focus caused by inner turbulence
or outer attraction. The monkey
leads the elephant everywhere,
always to different objects
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The rabbit symbolises subtle scattering
and fogginess which dilutes the zest for
practice and diminishes the mind’s clarity.
The Meditator progressively chases the
elephant-like mind. The rope symbolizes recollectedness; the hook watchfulness or alertness: not only to the
instruction about the practice of calmabiding but also to the enlarging of the
undistracted field of awareness: what is
occurring and what one is doing.
The fire is the energy and zest for meditation. The progressively diminishing
flame, along the path, is lessening of
effort needed to cultivate understanding and recollected concentration.

9 stages/stage one: placement

We are barely able to hold onto the meditation object, experiencing many disturbing thoughts. “The effort is strong, the
mind clouded and focus lost quickly”
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The Five Paths: 1. The path of accumulation
We have not yet reached the level on
which we can integrate our practice
fully into our mindstreams. We are still
accumulating the right material, information, and merit to get us there. This
means more than intellectual acquisition, it includes the development of
mental qualities such as mindfulness,
determination to be free from samsara
and the understanding of impermanence. We have yet to go beyond the
conceptual understanding of the subjects we are meditating on.

9 stages/stage two: repeated placement

Attention on the meditation object for about 1 – 5 minutes.
The conceptual mind becomes less important and some of
the mental disturbances are pacified and others appear to
slow down a little and become exhausted.
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9 stages/ stage three: close placement

Attention on the meditation object for up to 15 min.
We can re-establish the hold on the object immediately after
losing it and no longer need to seek it. The mind is beginning to be restrained by mindfulness. The rabbit on the elephant’s back represents torpor which has by then become
subtle.

9 stages/ stage four: taming
We can hold onto the meditation object or image to the end
of the session an hour or longer.
We are easily moved by states of attachment and have difficulty remaining focused. We will not have very long meditation sessions at this level because gross sinking or inattentiveness and excitement will still occur.

As the elephant (the mind) becomes more obedient, the
rope (mindfulness) needs less pulling.
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9 stages/ stage five: pacifying

Subtle mental sinking or inattentiveness may result from excessive mindfulness.
Our meditation is joyous and clear. We begin to experience
mind’s natural harmony and its inherent strength. We begin
to see the possibilities of what we can accomplish with our
tamed mind and get excited.

The Five Paths: 2. The path of preparation

We slowly pass beyond a conceptual understanding of the
subject. We begin to have moments where the meditation on
something like emptiness becomes more intuitive, breaking
down the subtle, intellectually
held wrong views that block our

direct perception. At this point we already have a very deep
conceptual understanding of impermanence or emptiness
and have achieved the very advanced state of single’ pointed meditation called calm abiding. By combining the two
and testing this conceptual understanding again and again,
we achieve what is known as the union of calm abiding and
special insight.
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9 stages/ stage six: thoroughly pacifying
This stage is achieved only after thousands of hours of rigorous training.

Meditation is improved through knowledge of the obstacles.
Due to the heightened awareness there is danger of subtle
excitement.

The Five Paths: 3. The path of seeing
Moving beyond conceptual understanding, we can now see
emptiness directly. For the first time in our countless lifetimes we see reality as it actually is. This is where the noble
of four noble truths comes from—they are truths to an arya
being. At this level we are called arya beings because of this
remarkable attribute. On the
path of seeing, this direct realization of emptiness is the real
antidote to eliminating not only
our intellectually held wrong
views, but also their seeds.
Within our meditation sessions
we realize emptiness directly
with increasing facility, although
outside the meditation session
we revert to the perceptions of
the conceptual mind, albeit a
very refined conceptuality.
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9 stages/stage seven: one pointed
At the beginning of meditation we still have to make a slight
effort.

Powers of mindfulness and discriminating alertness are now
complete and our balance cannot be upset by subtle sinking
or inattentiveness or by subtle excitement.

9 stages/stage eight: equanimity
Very little effort is required to remain focused upon the
meditation object for the entire session without experiencing
even the slightest interruption to concentration.

The mind is obedient and there is no torpor or restlessness
but some energy is still needed to concentrate.
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The Five Paths: 4. The path of meditation
We no longer have gross self-grasping
or any wrong view, but imprints of the
most subtle innate obscurations remain. In order to eliminate them we
need to move beyond intermittent direct realizations of emptiness to the
stage in which we are in constant meditation with a continuous direct realization. The “meditation” referred to here
is something much more advanced.
Having gone beyond conceptual understanding and even beyond intermittent
direct realization, a constant state of
direct perception of reality is needed
to finally wear away the most subtle
innate obscurations that keep us from
enlightenment.

“9 stages/stage nine: Balanced Placement
The meditator is able to maintain faultless concentration
without effort.

The ‘purified elephant’ of the mind is
now completely settled.
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The Five Paths: 5. The path of no more learning
When the last, most subtle obscurations finally cease, we
achieve complete cessation or enlightenment. At this point
there is nothing more to do, nothing more to learn—hence it
is called the path of no more learning. No more learning and
enlightenment are in fact synonyms, former describing the
stage we reach and the latter describing the state we attain.
Many great masters believe that although we need Bodhichitta to attain the path of accumulation, it will never become a direct realization until we reach this very last stage
of no more learning.

Sunyatā, “emptiness”, “vast expanse” or
“openness” or “spaciousness”.
Things have the nature of lacking true existence or own being, all things are mere conceptual constructs because they
are just impermanent collections of causes and conditions.
The concept of śunyatā in Buddhism also implies freedom
from attachments and from fixed ideas about the world and
how it should be.
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The 3 paths and intelligence.
We should use what we hear and read to see clearly our
mental garbage of wrong conceptions and vices so that we
may get rid of them, making our mind pure and free.
The practice of the whole Graduated Path has three divisions, ac- cording to our level of intelligence

1. The path of the beings of higher intelligence.
This includes the Sutra path—
the practice of the six Paramitas and the development of
Bodhicitta, and the practice of
Samadhi and penetrative insight on the basis of Bodhicitta; and the Tantric path. This
depends upon:

2. The path of the beings of medium intelligence.
This includes the preparatory
achievement of renunciation
and the full understanding
of samsaric suffering derived from meditating on the
twelve dependent links. This
depends upon:

3. the path of the beings of lower intelligence.
This includes the preparatory
achievement of understanding the perfect human rebirth,
impermanence and death, the
suffering of the three lower
realms, Refuge and karma.
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Meditative Wisdom Arises from
Thought Wisdom and Thought
Wisdom arises from Listening
Wisdom. Therefore it is important to first of all hear and then
think about the correct subjects
for the practice of meditation. As
precious yogis have said: He who
meditates without first listening
is like an armless rock climber.
If he knows the five aggregates
as like an illusion, But makes not
illusion one thing, and the aggregates another; If, freed from
the notion of multiple things, he
courses in peace— Then that is
his practice of wisdom, the highest perfection.
Astasahasrika Prajñaparamita
A simile from the Pali scriptures
(SN 22.95) compares form and
feelings with foam and bubbles

Since nothing has arisen without depending on something,
there is nothing that is not empty.
Nāgārjuna
Form is emptiness, emptiness is form
Emptiness is not separate from form, form is not separate
from emptiness Whatever is form is emptiness, whatever is
emptiness is form
Heart Sutra
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The Daśabhūmika Sūtra: 10 bhūmis
Each stage represents a level of attainment and serves as a
basis for the next.

1 “The Very Joyous”
One rejoices at realizing a partial aspect of the truth
2 “The Stainless”
One is free from all defilement
3 “The Light-Maker”
One radiates the light of wisdom
4 “The Radiant Intellect”
The radiant flame of wisdom burns away earthly desires;
5 “The Difficult to Master”
One surmounts the illusions of darkness, or ignorance as
the Middle Way
6 “The Manifest”
supreme wisdom begins to manifest
7 “The Gone Afar”
One rises above the states of the Two vehicles
8 “The Immovable”
one dwells firmly in the truth of the Middle Way and cannot
be perturbed by anything
9 “The Good Intelligence”
One preaches the Law freely and without restriction
10 “The Cloud of Doctrine”
One benefits all sentient beings with Dharma, just as a cloud
sends down rain impartially on all things.
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Nyingma lineage: “Crazy Wisdom” teachings
“You can think without thinking. There is a certain kind
of intelligence connected
with the totality that is more
precise, but it is not verbal; it is not conceptualized
at all. It does think in some
sense, but it is not thinking
in the ordinary sense. There
is no textbook for becoming a crazy-wisdom person. It doesn’t hurt to read
books, but unless you are
able to have some experience of crazy wisdom yourself through contact with the
crazy-wisdom lineage—with
somebody who is crazy and wise at the same time—you
won’t get much out of books alone. A lot really depends on
the lineage message, on the fact that somebody has already
inherited something. Without that, the whole thing becomes
purely mythical.”

“Vajra pride is the sense that basic sanity does exist in our
state of being, so we don’t particularly have to try to work
it out logically. We don’t have to prove that something is
happening or not happening. The basic dissatisfaction that
causes us to look for some spiritual understanding is an expression of vajra pride: we are not willing to submit to the
suppression of our confusion. We are willing to stick our
necks out. That seems to be a first expression of the vajrapride instinct—and we can go on from there!”
Chögyam Trungpa
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8.
Perception
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Perception vs reality
Our active cognitive state of mis-knowing
All Buddhist schools assert a discrepancy between the world
as it actually exists and how we perceive it through the filter
of our own karmically tinted mind: for us, the world is illusion-like. But it is not an illusion.

Perception vs reality

Always start with how perception works

To check if our mind is valid
or not we always have to
start with perception.
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8.2 Three types of perception
Perceptional, conceptional and direct

1. Perceptional perception only apprehends data

2. Conceptional perception adds a label onto these basic
“data” perceptions

3. Direct perception
perceives without
labeling
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8.3 Perceptual perception
Definition of “Perceptual perception”
“Perceptual Perception” is a mental event that can apprehend its object positively, engaging the object as it is. It
cannot apprehend concepts, it only perceives “data”.

The simple process of perceiving: Sense organs feed raw
data to the mind

observed object

sense organ

organ “mind”
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“Perceptual” perception: example
0 sec

0.125 sec

0.2 sec

Light is reflected
from an apple.
Cells on the back of our eye transform light waves into electrical signals transmitted to our mind.
The eye mind registers
the data

Different senses, different perception
Many sentient beings, many senses

Sonar sense of a dolphin
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Magnetic sense of a pigeon

Extraordinary senses of an oracle
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8.4 Conceptional perception
“Perceptual” perception turns into conceptional
perception
Active misknowing: mind adds and subtracts information
0 sec

0.25 sec

Brief moment of
direct perception

Our mind adds or subtracts
information to our perception, tinted by our personal
karmic disposition.

This “personal karmic reality” is labelled and..

... stored as a karmic seed in our
mindstream.
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Definition of “Conceptual Perception”
-engages in its object negatively, by elimination
-does not engage in the object as it is
-does not engage in a real object
-is always mistaken
-provides integrative content

Conceptual thoughts are always mistaken. The conceptual
mind does not apprehend its object through a positive recognition but by eliminating all other objects that are not that
particular object. Our mind eliminates all stored personal

memories of what is NOT the apple compared to a generic
concept of what IS an apple. The conceptual mind apprehends its object through negation, therefore it is considered
a mistaken mind.
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Conceptional perception: Conceptual construction silently sneaks in
0 sec

0.125 sec

The simple information of perceptual perception is not mistaken but this changes when our mind gets involved: To
register it as right-side up, the “eye mind” inverts the image
so it reflects our touch experience. This act of reverting is
based on previous experiences: Conceptual perception starts
getting involved - without us even noticing it.

“Perceptual” perception turns into conceptional
perception
The concept between our mind and the object. The back of
the apple is made up by our mind and does not include the
worm. It is a fantasy not matching reality. When we apprehend an object, we assume we are ascertaining the actual
object. We see an apple and we think there is nothing between the actual apple
and our perception of
it. But this is not so.
We are imagining , for
example, the back of
the apple. This “fantasy apple” has got nothing to do with reality.
Perceptional conception: our personal fantasies
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Fantasies making us miserable

“There is no experience of an external object without taking
into account the mind that experiences it. We never really
know the external world directly. We are projecting our fantasies onto the object, but we think what we perceive is real
and accurate - but it is actually the mind seeing itself. This
fantasy very often makes us miserable and dissatisfied with
the real object.“
Geshe Tashi Tsering

Conceptional perception: the five aggregates
The five aggregates or “Skandhas”, are a set of Buddhist
concepts which describe an individuals experience as a fivestep process. “The Buddhist’s Analysis of Man”

Physical aggregates:
1. Form
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Mental aggregates:
2. Feeling
3. Discrimination
4. Compositional factors
5. Consciousness/ main
minds & mental factors

1. Form (physical factors)

Includes our
bodies, specifically, the five
physical organs (eye, ear,
nose, tongue,
body)and the
corresponding
physical objects
of the sense
organs (sight,
sound, smell,
taste and tangible objects).
It includes material objects as
well.
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2. Discrimination (mental aggregate)
Turns an indefinite experience into a definite, recognized and
identified experience. It is the formulation of a conception of
an idea about a particular object of experience.

3. Feeling (mental aggregate)
When an object is experienced, feeling takes on the tone of
pleasure, of displeasure or indifference. It has an emotional
dimension.
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4. Compositional factors (mental aggregate)
Includes many different types of mental processes such as
doubt, desire, determination, conceit etc..

5. Volition (mental aggregate)
Is the power of choosing or determining It has a moral dimension.
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Example: A sunny summer morning

Suzanne
1. Form: eye mind registers
sun
2. Contact: Realizes it is sunny, not clouded
3. Feeling: joyous (day off
work so she can go swimming)
4. Compositional factors
She is slightly anxious about
getting sunburned
5. Volition: she feels energetic

Peter
1. Form: eye mind registers
sun
2. Contact: Realizes it is
sunny, not clouded
3. Feeling: depressed (has
to work)
4. Compositional factors:
suppressed anger about low
pay
5. Volition: he feels frustrated

Conceptional Perception: Depending on perceiver
Different people, different mental
dispositions: The same object appears differently to different sentient beings.

An annoying, aggressive, alcohol dependent man to some... for his mother a beautiful human being who can
do no wrong.
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Mental dominant state “tinting” (wheel of life)
Sense mind

Mental dominant state
“tinting” (wheel of life)

Karmic
label

-Addictive, compulsive, obsessive
-Aggression or cold hearted rejection, increasingly turning inward
-Obsession with power, paranoia,
no patience
-Good qualities but no awareness
of impermanence
-Curiosity, intelligence, freedom of
choice
-Dull,fearful,limited
-Omniscient, limitless compassion

Quantum theory
The observer is an active part of the observed
A measurement, should be
objective, such that all observers can agree with it.
But in quantum mechanics,
two different observers are
entitled to their own facts.
Many, but not all, aspects
of the quantum formalism
are subjective in nature. A
kind of “participatory realism”, wherein reality consists of more than can be
captured by any putative
third-person account of it.
A quantum state represents
the degrees of belief an
agent has about the possible outcomes of measurements.
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No two observers have the same measurement
apparatus

Different agents may confer and agree upon the consequences of a measurement, but the outcome is the experience each of them individually has. A measurement apparatus is conceptually an extension of the agent. It should be
considered analogous to a sense organ: simultaneously a
tool and a part of the individual.

Quantum theory VS Classical Physics: Object
and subject are not separate
“..classical physics accepted a mechanistic worldview in
which certain universal physical laws, including gravity amid
tine laws of mechanics, effectively determined the pattern
of natural actions. In this model, there were four objective realities — bodies, forces, space, and time — and there
was always a clear differentiation between the object as
known and the subject who knows. But relativity and quantum mechanics, as von Weizsäcker put it, suggest that we
must abolish as a matter of principle the separability of subject and object, and with this all our certainties about thus
objectifiability of our empirical data. Yet—amid this is something von Weizsäcker insisted upon—the only terms we have
for describing quantum mechanics amid the experiments
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which verify its
new picture of reality are those of
classical physics,
which quantum
theory has disproved. Despite
these problems,
von Weizsäcker
argued that we
constantly need
to search for the
coherence in nature and for an understanding of reality, science, and the
place of humanity that is more correct according to the latest scientific knowledge.”
HH the Dalai Lama

The mind experiencing the conceptual mind
Object and subject are one entity in that the apple and the
mind experiencing the apple arise at the same time from the
same source. Objective aspect
focuses on the object—the
apple for instance—whereas
the subjective aspect focuses
on the eye consciousness itself
as it apprehends the apple.
In any perception, two things
happen simultaneously:
1) the object is reflected in the
consciousness— the objective
aspect
2) consciousness is aware that
the process is happening—the
subjective aspect.
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Perceiving concepts: The mind perceiving itself
For the mind, the corresponding object is not a physical one,
but concepts.

Karmically
tinted mind
Resulting,
karmically
tinted
thought

Mental
concept or
memory of an
apple

Karmic seed is
stored

Conceptual thought vs direct perception: Abandoning conceptual thought
Buddhist teachings promote a natural progression from the
intellectual and conceptual to the intuitive and perceptual.
Intellectualizing the teachings is seen as distracting and impeding Buddhist practice. The direct perception of reality
with a trained mind Conceptualizing, and any form of mechanical imagination is an important step but must finally
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be stopped to give way
to a direct perception of
reality. Sense perception
sees only the gross reality and has no way of
understanding totality.
The subtle mind stream
has more strength. Even
though our gross mind
helps us understand, the
subtle mind has more
power to penetrate and
comprehend. Meditation cuts the gross, busy
mind in order to allow
the subtle consciousness
to function.

The Conceptual Mind: For now very important
Why is the conceptual mind still so important? At our stage
of development we cannot directly perceive subtle impermanence, thus the conceptual mind is the only tool we have to
connect us to this truth in any way.

Radioactive decay of an atomic nucleus
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Concepts always contain errors
It is important
to understand
that unlike
direct perception, concepts
always contain
an element
of error and
do not reflect
reality accurately.

Concepts comined with compassion: “You only
see good with your heart”
Thinking, rooted in compassion, is nonetheless crucial
to our development. The
Buddhist motivation for
study is to be able to benefit all sentient beings.

Children’s book: ”Le petit
prince”
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8.5 Direct perception
Definition of “Direct perception”

-engages in its object positively,
by affirmation
-engages in its object as it is
(without exaggerating)
-engages in a real object
-is generally very accurate
-does not provide any integrative
content

The subtle mind is more powerful
To understand the subtle levels of our consciousness
we need to practice meditation. The gross mind has no
strength, no power. Even though it understands something,
it’s relatively weak. The subtle
mind has much more power to
penetrate and comprehend. Meditation cuts the gross, busy conceptional mind and allows the
subtle consciousness to function.
....eliminating what it is not, and
identifying what it is, labeling it,
and categorizing it. This process
can also quickly arrive at a judgment about the object: good or
bad, beautiful or ugly, friend or
enemy, and so on. A sublime consciousness, is free from conceptuality and without bewilderment.
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The subtle mind is more powerful
Through repeated stable
and deep meditation a conceptual mental image becomes more and more part
of our mind until it transcends concept and becomes direct perception. We
realize the object through
our mental consciousness
not perception. Using a
mind that is simultaneously
deep in meditation and possesses a strong understanding of the object we can
directly perceive very subtle
objects. And understand
concepts like the wisdom
realizing emptiness.

Valid cognition: Pramana
Perfect, exquisite, new cognition
A valid mind correctly differentiates between existent and nonexistent objects. When direct
perception is not mistaken with
regards to its object, it is called
valid cognition. A consciousness
is only valid and correct if it is
non-deceptive, and if that is so,
then that consciousness is called
pramana.
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Valid cognition: 2 Types of cognition
Direct and inferring
There are two types of cognition:
1.Direct cognitions, which cognize their object directly

An eye consciousness seeing an apple
2. Inferential cognitions which get at their object through
inference. Our sense perceptions cannot apprehend hidden
objects. To cognize such objects we need inference.

Inferring fire from seeing
smoke.

Knowledge is not static but momentary
Getting things right intentionally: To be a valid
cognition, it needs to be non deceptive in two
ways:
-in terms of its practical effect (you want A and
you get A, getting things right intentionally.)
-its capacity to capture the object accurately
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Valid direct perceivers

-sense direct
-Mental (end of a sensory, direct perception and clairvoyance)
-Self knowing
-Yogic
-Do not grasp at things without reflection, or take the label as fixed.

Memory: not static but momentary
Memory is a mental fabrication
According to most
Buddhist epistemology, memory is not
a valid consciousness, because it is
a mere conceptual
repetition of previous
knowledge. There is
no direct exposure
to an object or event
to ensure its validity, and so no matter
how clearly and correctly we remember
something, it no longer exists except as
a mental fabrication.
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Apprehending freshly
A non deceptive mind must apprehend the object freshly. Thus
memory can never be non deceptive. Although a mental event that
repeats previous information can be
beneficial and may reveal correct
information, because it is a repetition of a previous consciousness and
therefore gives no new information, technically it cannot be
a valid cognition. If it adds nothing new to the cognitive process, it is, in terms of cognition, irrelevant.

Memory is not static but momentary
Memories are never the same

Karmically
tinted memory A

Mental karmic
disposition B

Thought stored
as memory B
Karmically tinted thought B

Memory two seconds later

Karmically tinted memory B

Karmically tinted thought C

Mental karmic disposition C
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Thought stored
as memory C

8.6 Types of misperpections
Deprecating misconceptions
Perceiving the non-existence of something that actually exists.

A crocodile DOES
exist in the lake the
elephant wanted to
drink of

Superimposing misconceptions
Apprehend the existence of something that does not exist.

No snake exists, only a
rope
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Types of wrong consciousness
1. consciousness erroneous in regard to the main object (deception of the object)
2. doubting consciousness
3. non-asserting consciousness
4. correctly assuming consciousness
5. subsequent cognizers
6. valid inferential cognizers
7. valid direct perceivers
1. Deception of the object
The “Deception of the object” is the inability of our mind to
take in certain aspects of the object.
1.1
The density (or quickness) of continuity is the
deception of perceiving a quick sequence
of events as one single
event.

We do not perceive the arrow
penetrating each sheet of paper

1.2
The “density (or quickness) of function” is the deception of
perceiving a sequence of events as one.
Complex movements
of running quadrupeds
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1.3
The “density (or quickness)
of object” is the deception
of perceiving a whole entity
when they are parts.

Image made from
tiny pixels
1.4
The “density (or quickness) of whole” is the deception of perceiving uniformity when there is not.

Making up a uniform apple
without a worm
1.5
“Density of basis” of perception:
mistakenly focusing on the wrong
object.
Focusing on the ball
not the approaching
car
1.6
“Density of situation”: a deceiving
situation
It is deceivingly easy to
take the money
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2. Doubting mind
The doubting mind is the unsteady
mind that does not examine and
stays stuck in a wavering state, under the sway of whatever view was
encountered most recently.

3. Non-ascertaining
The majority of our mental events are consciousnesses to which the object
appears but is not ascertained, meaning the object
has been apprehended by
the consciousness without
enough force to register.
The mind must filter input
to make sense of the world,
otherwise it would be like
receiving every radio station
in the world at once.

4. The immediate condition: preceding moment of mind distorting the appreciation of an
event

A previous moment of anger makes us not
appreciate the flower
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5. Karmic imprints
We are karmically “programmed” to make
mistakes

We think we will never get ill

6. Repeated familiarization
Distorts the picture creating mistaken
attitudes seem normal and correct.

Eating meat

8.7 Generalities
1.Generalities of the conceptual mind
1.1 Categorical genrality
A categorical generality is a
generalization the mind makes
based on the category an object fits into. In reality all physical objects are unique, individual things. Our mind can’t newly
label every object it encounters
that’s why we categorize. This

Palmtree
Oaktree

“Tree” (generality)
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Redwoodtree

can be a useful conceptual
shorthand, but it can also be
very harmful, as when we
judge an entire race of people
based on a stereotype.

1.2 Collective Generality
A collective generality
refers to the assumptions we make about
the completeness of an
object.

1.3 Meaning Generality

A meaning generality is another term
for the generic image the mind creates- a mental image arises in place
of the perception

1.4 Sound generality
A Sound generality is the conceptual mind producing a sound
generality based on memories of
listening to the sound. The same
goes for the other senses memory of smell, touch etc.
A duck whistle
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8.8 Labels are not the object
Merely imputed labels
A river.

Where is the river here?

Or here?

Where is the I we hold so precious?

Are we more than the sum of our parts?

The “Ship of Theseus” originated in the writings of Plutarch.
It describes a ship that remained seaworthy for hundreds of
years thanks to replacing
its parts, until every part
of the ship was no longer original. Would this
still be the “Ship of Theseus”? If it’s not, at what
point did it stop being
the same ship? A similar
example is the pop band
Fleetwood Mac.
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9.
From ignorance to
pranama
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9.1 What is keeping us stupid
Real renunciation is understanding why life sucks. It is based
on an understanding how suffering is caused, you renounce
these causes and eliminate the potential of these seeds. It is
a mental state.
We are being ignorant so we can belong: If we try to see
how we came by what we think to know, we realize that
what we pass of as knowledge was actually derived from
other sources. We absorb other peoples views by a kind of
osmosis - in order to satisfy our desire to belong. The Buddhist approach is to develop and trust our own powers of
analysis and observation.

1937: August Landmesser in a sea of people who chose to
be Nazis in order to belong
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Motivated reasoning: Our minds are biased
Our unconscious motivations, desires and fears,
our karma, shapes the way we interpret information. We want one side to win or to loose.
This goes for football, health, our relationships,
voting and what we consider ethical. The Buddhist mindset is to see what is actually there,
as honestly and accurately as we can. Even if
it’s not pretty, convenient or pleasant.
“Application on the path: There is practicing
meditation, working with the intellect, taking
a further interest in relationships with each
other, developing fundamental compassion
and a sense of communication, and developing knowledge or wisdom that is capable of
looking at a whole situation and seeing the
ways in which things might be workable. All
those are nirmanakaya disciplines”
Chögyam Trungpa

Our ability to reason, based on compassion
If our motivation to investigate is rooted
in compassion, we naturally possess
qualities like curiosity, and an excitement to learn and investigate. We feel
it’s virtuous to test our own beliefs. Our
self-worth as a person isn’t tied to how
right or wrong we are and changing our
mind is not a weakness for us. Curious,
compassionate, with a healthy self confidence.
“We are just relating with the things that
happen in our life situations. Those energies
and passions that we encounter on our journey present us with continual discoveries of
different facets of ourselves, different profiles
of ourselves”
Chögyam Trungpa
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Emotional stimulation creates confusion
Wealthy and charismatic individuals create an attractive “emotional
stimulation”. Using the latest technology and professionals to stop us
from trusting our own analysis and
observation. It takes a lot of work
to withdraw from this pull and form
our own opinion. Working on our
mind, constantly checking that fiction does not replace truth.

Extremist leadership systems present themselves as the single source of truth.

Big lies work only in lonely minds. A mind with a sense of
universal responsibility is the exact opposite.
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9.2 Chomsky’s 10 strategies of mind manipulation: How it is we have so much information, but know so little?
Noam Chomsky created a list of 10 mind manipulation strategies.

1- The strategy of distraction
Control is achieved by diverting our
mind from major problems through
continuous bombardment with distractions and insignificant information. This keeps our minds busy,
drawn away from reality with no time
to think and prevents us from learning anything of real importance.
Ever walked into a
lamppost while looking at your mobile?

2-Creating problems and then offering the solutions.
Creating a “problem”, planned to cause a certain reaction
from us, with the aim that this is the source of the measures
we want to accept. For example:
letting urban violence intensify and
pay for organized attacks, with
the aim of the public backing new
security laws including the detriment of freedom. Or to create an
economic crisis to demolish and
dismantle social and public services
so that the public will accept as a
necessary evil.
Renounce your liberties or terrorists will take them!
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3-The Strategy of Graduation
Applying unacceptable measures gradually, over consecutive
years, to make us accept them: wages that no longer guarantee dignified incomes, corporations not paying any taxes,
no public services, no health insurance.

The health system then...and now.

4-The Strategy of Deferring
Get unpopular decision accepted by presenting it as ′′painful
and necessary“, gaining public
acceptance, in the moment,
for future application. Like the
“defense” budget. It is easier
to accept a future sacrifice
than an immediate sacrifice.
This gives us more time to get
used to the idea of change and
accept it resigned when the
time comes.
“Freedom lives in the barrel of a
warm gun.”
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5-Reach to the public like children.

Using speeches, arguments, characters
and a particularly childish intonation,
many times close to weakness, as if citizens are under 12 years old. We then
tend to a response or reaction without
a critical sense like we are under 12.

6-Using emotional aspect much more than reflection.
Using emotions to provoke a short
circuit on rational analysis and finally
the critical sense of the individual.
Additionally,
the use of
emotional
register
allows the
unconscious
access door
to implant
or inject
ideas, desires, fears
and fears,
compulsions, or
induce behaviors.
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7- Keeping the public in uneducated ignorance

Making us incapable of understanding the technologies and methods
used to control and enslave us. The
quality of education given to us is
deliberately designed to be as poor
and mediocre as possible: So that
meaningful, good education does
not enable us to seriously question
existing power structures.

8-Stimulating the public to be complacent with
mediocrity
Pushing us to think it’s fashionable to be stupid, vulgar and
ignorant.
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9-Strengthening self-guilt
Making the individual believe that
he is only the culprit of his disgrace, because of his insufficient
intelligence, skills or efforts. So, instead of questioning existing power
structures, the individual devalues
himself and blames himself, which
in turn creates a depressive state,
one of whose effects is the inhibition of his action. Without action
there is no change!

10-Knowing us better than we know ourselves.
There is a growing gap between public knowledge and
the knowledge possessed
and used by dominant
elites. Thanks to biology,
neurobiology, and applied
psychology, they have enjoyed advanced knowledge
of the human being, both
in its physical and psychological form. The system
has managed to learn better about us than we know
about ourselves. This means
that, in most cases, the system exercises greater control and greater power over
individuals, greater than
that which the same individual exercises over himself.
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Ignoring the world’s inner nature
“Greed replaced knowledge, and this
limited knowledge is the quality or function of ignorance. Scientists look at
all phenomena in terms of their outer
material aspects rather than their inner nature. With this limited knowledge
they can see no way for the development of inner perfect happiness without being materialistic
or greedy. Are there any scientists or psychologists who can
prove their “scientific” ideas about death? Can they see the
evolution of the mind or fully see every existence? Research
these questions- meditation practices are the best research:
the best, quickest and most logical method of gaining full
knowledge of science on every level. Without the experience
to prove their scientific understanding of death and life’s
beginnings, how can they prove that there are no future or
past lives? This scientific knowledge is exactly like the small
mind that sees only today, forgetting yesterday, and not
perceiving tomorrow.”
Lama Zopa

9.3 Our deluded mind: examples
Conspiracy theories & extreme views

It is a human tendency to perceive unseen forces at work. A conspiracy theory
is a proposed secret, plot usually by a
powerful group of people who have a sinister goal and only their own interests at
heart. The explanation is always vague,
the plot is often very large and important,
of great political or social significance.
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Weak wisdom
When we are finding it difficult to judge when to trust and
when to be sceptic, when to differentiate between credible
and non-credible sources we will get into trouble. It gets
even worse if we immediately disregard sources that might
contradict our views. If our ability for deep critical thinking is
missing and we are not prepared to change our minds when
our experiments fail, we live in a dangerous fantasy.

When can we trust authorities, institutions and corporations?
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Trauma, the need to be happy and to belong
Extremism is born out of insecurity and the feeling to be left
out: We all want to feel safe, secure and autonomous in the
world that we live in. We have a need for knowledge and
certainty of information. We want to feel good about ourselves and the group we belong to. Sometimes to the extreme that we want to feel superior to others.
“No amount of evidence is enough
to prove the earth is a sphere”

Believing in a solid I and distinguishing between I and others
The extremists mind set is
marked by:
-unrealistic selfesteem and narcissism
-feeling of intellectual superiority
-overinflated
sense of the importance of the
group we belong
to, but at the
same time, the
feeling that this
group is underappreciated
“YOU are all sheep, but WE know the truth! WE have to protect the world from YOU!”
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From a feeling of unrealistic superiority to dehumanizing others
Having those sorts of
beliefs, we can maintain the idea that our
group is good and
moral and upstanding,
whereas others are the
evil doers out there
who are ruining it for
everybody else. This is
the first step in dehumanizing “the other”
and justifying acts of
violence, suppression
or worse.

Preventing extremism and conspiracy theories:
What we can do
Do not patronize conspiracy theorists but take their questions seriously: Remember we are (modest)conspiracy theorists too!
-help gaining trust in science, institutions and common
sense
-sustained personal engagement can change minds
-provide people with facts
-go in with consistent, strong counter arguments
-teach others and yourself to critically think about
information and think: “I
could be exposed to misinformation, so I’m going
to be on the lookout for it,”
This will help us to resist
it when we come across it
next time.
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Some would rather die than investigate their
view
California March 1997. M. Applewhite claimed a UFO was following the comet Hale-Bopp which
could take one to a “kingdom level
above human”. ‘Leaving the human world” “was the only way to
evacuate this Earth” and get access to the UFO. Thirty-eight people believed him and consumed a
poison-laced doze of apple sauce.

Dying seems less painful than acknowledging
the truth

Lama Yeshe on our “fantasy world”
“When you are a baby, you don’t have any political, economic, religious conflict or racism. Once we grow up we are
intellectualizing all the time. We build up a huge fantasy to
support our own image. We reach a certain point where we
can no longer cope with that fantasy situation. We drown in
the ocean of our own fantasy world.”
“The baby is crying because the baby is
hungry. The baby will not cry because it
does not have a girlfriend, lost a political
election or couldn’t afford to buy a sports
car.”
“We cannot be natural: our ego wants something to identify, something to hold on to, to grasp. That is why we are
completely artificial and therefore confused and dissatisfied.
We have to be capable of examining our own minds to see
whether we are thinking positively or negatively, fantasizing or not. Then we can recognize our fantasies as fantasies.
The way to discover our true nature is to break the preconceived idea of the fantasy of ourselves.”
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Narrow vs limitless love
Lama Yeshe on Love

“There are innumerable phenomena throughout the universe, but we choose just a few
favorite objects to love. This
kind of fanatical love is a problem. The compassionate, kind
side of love can be good, but its
extreme, narrow side is not. We
exaggerate the good qualities of
things we love to the point that
we start living in a fantasy. The
inevitable results of this narrow
love, this dualistic mind, are
conflict and discomfort”.

Love makes blind.
And might turn into hate: which is blind too.

Take a romantic relationship for
example. Very often we exaggerate the positive qualities in the
beginning and the negatives when
we split up. At no point we have a
realistic view of the other person.
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10.
A useful world
view:
techniques
286

Not a static belief but an ongoing investigation
We are understanding the world using our mind. A main
function of our mind is to create coherence between our
present view of reality and reality. Accurate viewpoints of
the mind bring happiness, inaccurate suffering. Therefore,
it is vital that we understand and develop valid minds while
eliminating those that are mistaken. The Buddhist motivation to study Epistemology is to be happy and reach liberation: for oneself and all sentient beings.

Thorough investigation and reflection: otherwise we can get
burned
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Work in progress
To expand the knowledge we have already, we must have
the desire to learn and not block the way of inquiry. At the
same time it is important to check that we continuously review and revise our current world view, adjusting it.

“Meditation alone is not sufficient, but should be paired to
rigorous, exact thinking.”
Lama Tsong Khapa
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Working on our world view: sequence
3 steps to be completed to be happy

1. Knowing the nature of the truth

Noticing that we are sick
2. Knowing what needs to be done in connection with that
truth

Finding a remedy
3. Accomplishing what needs to be done

Taking the medicine
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Investigational priorities
Example: flat or spherical earth?
1. Our own experience. If something contradicts our own experience and observations we are unlikely to accept it.

2. Empirical observation
3. Reasoned inference: using
reason to accept or reject a
proposal

4. Authority of other
people and istitutions
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Two kinds of wisdom
1. Knowing accordingly
Mundane knowledge, an understanding of the relative world, a scholarly
knowledge with a sharp mind. It is an
accumulated memory, an intellectual
grasping of a subject according to certain given data. It is indirect.
2. Penetration
Real deep understanding is seeing a
thing in its true nature, without name
and label. This penetration is possible
only when the mind is free from all impurities and is fully developed through
mind training. It is transcendental and
sees minds ultimate nature directly.

Creating wisdom
3 gradual levels of understanding
1. Hearing: We start
with reading and
listening to experienced teachers.
2. Contemplation: We process the information
we have studied to the point of profound conviction, checking if it matches our experience.
3. Meditation: Once we have
gained true certainty of the
subject matter, we meditate on
it so that our mind may become completely absorbed by
it. This is the most stable form
of wisdom.
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The wisdom sequence
Each wisdom builds onto the previous
Listening Wisdom
hear about the correct subjects
for the practice of meditation

Thought Wisdom

Meditative Wisdom

Think about the
correct subjects
for the practice
of meditation

Meditate on the
correct subjects to
meditate upon

“He who meditates without first listening is like an armless
rock climber.”
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Meanings revealed through meditation
Meditation practice unfolds and manifests qualities of being
– specifically the ability to recognize meanings that would
otherwise remain concealed. This is where the detailed descriptions of the mind and its functions in Buddhist scriptures come from.

The Buddhist understanding of the mind will continue arising
from meditative experiences.
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Realizations: Triggering a deep change within
our continuum
The effortless experience resulting from study, contemplation and meditation that is ripened and nurtured by purification and accumulation of merit and supported by guru devotion practices. It begins with a conceptual understanding
then progresses toward a non-conceptual direct experience
where the mind and its object become indistinguishable, like
water into water.
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Mind training: Quality of investigation
Depends on the mind of the investigator
Because of our different mental
and karmic dispositions, we all
understand reality in a different
way. Very often it’s not like one
person is correct and the other
isn’t, the difference can be in
the subtlety and the angle of
the view.

Square, circle or cylinder...
or all of it?

Mind training: The Five Paths
Accumulation and preparation
“If all negative actions and unhappy feelings come from
false conceptions, then the only way to overcome these actions and feelings is to purify and release our false conceptions by perceiving the right view. Perceiving the right view
is not something that can just be done instinctively. It takes
time to develop right conceptions and perceive the right
view.”
Geshe Tashi Tsering
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11.
Conceptional
perception:
Tools to create
integrative concepts
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11.1 Approaches to mind investigation
Subjects in and outside the scientific discussion

Science is not the answer to everything

“The human experience is very rich faceted
and it would a shame to limit it to the limited scope of science. Science deals with
empirical facts, like the physical world, astronomy, measurable energy, but not with
ethics and metaphysics or subjects like art.”
HH the Dalai Lama

Science does not give us values, creativity, spirituality and deeper metaphysical answers

A long tradition of reasoning and debate:
From the start, Buddhism has
had an appreciation for reasoning and debate skills. The profound purpose of Buddhist debate and reasoning is to clear
away wrong conception. In the
effort to get there, the Buddhists
have tried to build up reliable
tools and procedures, helping
us to understand what is factual and accurate, what is real
and what is unreal. Thus, the
tools used in Buddhist reasoning
should apply not only to topics
of Buddhist philosophy but also
to anything we wish to look into.
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Exploring the process of investigation
Structure of traditional scientific approach
1: Systematic observation, Measurement
and experiment

2: Formulation of a question

3: Hypothesis
4: Prediction
5: Testing and modification of
hypotheses (based on empirical
and measurable evidence subject
to specific principles of reasoning
6: Analysis
7: Replication

8: Full disclosure, Data recording and sharing

9: External review.
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Law of cause and effect: 3 conditions
True for everything impermanent
1. Cause
Nothing comes from nothing

2. Impermanence
Need to have the ability to change
Seed.......new apples
3. Potentiality:
To produce a corresponding result
An apple tree seed does not produce a
cow

Substantial and contributory causes must
come together
The potential of the apple seed is the substantial cause for
an apple tree.

Only in combination with the right contributory cause, the
external conditions of water, soil and sun the apple tree will
grow.
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Combination of first and third person observation to investigate the mind
“The epistemological gap between modern science and Buddhist teaching is a profound one.
Only individuals who travel on both roads can
provide bridges that avoid the pitfalls of reductionism.“
...in traditional science such phenomena remain hidden from view, since most scientists
still avoid any disciplined study of their own
experience, whether through meditation or
other introspective methods.”
HH the Dalai Lama

Combining speculative and scientific philosophy
“Buddhism is a combination of both speculative and scientific philosophy.......it takes
up where science cannot lead because of
the limitations of the latter’s instruments.
Its conquests are those of the mind.”
Bertrand Russell

Instruments versus refined mental attention
“The means used for the investigation of a subject should
be appropriate. Science uses instruments analyzing external
phenomena. Contemplative investigation uses refined attention for the introspective examination of inner experience.
For example, when a subject perceives the color blue, no
amount of neurological explanation will get to the bottom of
the experience. It will always leave out what it feels like to
see blue.”
HH the Dalai Lama
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2 ways to investigate, ontological and empirical
It is necessary to see how
the mind functions through
one’s own practice of meditation. Both approaches
were taught by the Buddha
and were included in studies in ancient and extinct
cultures. Meditation practice unfolds and manifests
qualities of being – specifically the ability to recognize meanings that would otherwise
remain concealed. Buddhist scriptures present detailed and
concise descriptions of the mind and its functions,For Buddhists the understanding of the mind arose and will continue
arising from meditative experiences.

Is the first person investigation of the mind a
reliable tool?
“What occurs during meditative contemplation in a tradition such as Buddhism and what occurs during introspection
in the ordinary sense are two different things. ...introspection is employed with careful attention to the dangers of
extreme subjectivism ...and with the cultivation of a disciplined mind.... Just as in science, there is a series of protocols and procedures which contemplative introspection must
employ.....Just like a trained scientist, a disciplined mind
will have the knowledge of what to look for and the ability to
recognize when discoveries are made.”
HH the Dalai Lama
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The introspection illusion: empirical studies
It is questionable
how confident researchers can be
in their own introspections. Empirical
studies suggest that
people are wrong
about their own experiential states:
unreliability and subjectivity conflict with
the focus on measurable behavior. Introspecting a mental
state tends to alter
the very state itself;
it also requires attention, may not get at
unconscious mental
states, one needs to
know what to look
for. Individuals can
misrepresent their experiences to themselves. Subjects
think they simply cannot be wrong about their own experiential states, the self-evident quality of their own introspections, and assume that it must equally apply to others.
-subjects treat their own introspections as reliable, whereas
they judge other people based on their behavior. This can
lead to illusions of superiority.
-people still give confident descriptions of their mental processes, being “unaware of their unawareness.
-The theory of the adaptive unconscious suggests that a
very large proportion of mental processes, even “high-level”
processes like goal-setting and decision-making, are inaccessible to introspection
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Third person investigation of consciousnessposes: no deep metaphysical difficulties.
“The difficulties here, while not
to be underestimated, are in a
sense merely technical. From
the third-person view, the human brain is (in principle at
least) perfectly understandable. It is after all only a physical system - a tremendously
complex one, without doubt,
but a physical system nevertheless - which like all other
such systems, is constituted at
the bottom line by microscopic physical parts, obeying the
laws of physics. Its behavior would be totally analyzable and
predictable if one had a detailed knowledge of physical principles. From the third person, there is no room for any mystery.”
HH The Dalai Lama

Questioning: the effective theory is useful. But
it is not true.
A good scientist always looks for
evidence to disprove a theory. A
theory can only be disproved not
proved as no amount of evidence
is sufficient, it is always “work in
progress”. Any theory, whether it’s
a political view, a cake recipe or our
view of consciousness is only useful
until a better one comes along. It is
not a belief system but a constant
reality check.
Nessie, the “monster” of Loch Ness
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Questioning, hypothesis, prediction: Seeking the
simplest accurate theory - not the simplest theory.

Simplifying a theory so
much that it can no longer
explain all the data is not
good. Even a good scientific
theory is not the same as
reality.

If only weather was so
easy to predict as this
graphic suggests

Popperian Falsifiability Thesis- the term falsifiability is sometimes synonymous to test ability.
What’s the difference between scientific and non-scientific
theories? The philosopher Carl Popper suggested: A scientific
theory is disprovable. A non-scientific theory is non-disprovable.

It will be raining here in one million years, a falsifiable theory in principle, but not in practice.
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Thought experiments
A thought experiment or “Gedankenexperiment” (from German) considers some hypothesis, theory, or principle for the
purpose of thinking through its consequences. Given the
structure of the experiment, it may or may not be possible
to actually perform it, and if it can be performed, there need
be no intention of any kind to actually perform the experiment in question. The common goal of a thought experiment
is to explore the potential consequences of the principle in
question.

Schrodingers cat: I prefer it
alive

Connected Knowledge is Wisdom
Making the best use of our mind is connecting items of
knowledge to get a more detailed picture of the world and
solve complex cause and conditions relationships.
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11.2 Using logic when investigating
Indian logic and Western logic are not the same
The concept of “logical
form” is central to logic. It
is important to agree on the
logical form when discussing subjects with others.
The validity of an argument
is determined by its logical form, not by its content.
‘Indian Logic’ should not be
understood as logic in the
sense of ‘Aristotelian syllogism’ or modern Western Logic, but as anumāna-theory, a
system in its own right. ‘Indian Logic’ was influenced by the
study of grammar, whereas Greek or Classical Logic which
principally informed modern Western Logic was influenced
by the study of mathematics. A key
difference between Western Logic and
Indian Logic is that certain epistemological issues are included within Indian Logic, whereas in modern Western
Logic they are deliberately excluded.
Indian Logic includes general questions regarding the ‘nature of the derivation of knowledge’, epistemology,
Aristoteles from information supplied by evidence,
evidence which in turn may be another
item of knowledge.

SunTzu

Epistemology: nature, origin, and
scope of knowledge, epistemic justification, the rationality of belief, and
various related issues
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Using Notational logic

<

<
+

Ordinary language shows a considerable variety
making its use in logic impractical. Notational statements avoid the pitfalls and awkwardness of linguistic statement and rhetorical logic. Symbols represent
clearly even highly complex logical relationships. We
don’t need to convert Indian forms into the standard
forms of traditional Western logic, but it does clarify
the traditional Indian structure without requiring reformulation.

Correspondence and Deflationary theories
are difficult to use because they are using language as a
starting point.

Declarative sentences
More than a linguistic expression, they make a statement,
provide facts, offer explanations, or convey information. A
proposition is the meaning of a declarative sentence, the
non-linguistic bearer of truth or falsity which makes any
sentence that expresses it either true or false.

“If it’s raining then it’s cloudy.”

Propositional calculus and Logical connectives
Deal with propositions (which can be true or false) and relations between propositions, including the construction of
arguments based on them.
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Compound propositions
Compound propositions are formed by connecting propositions by logical connectives.
Example: Propositional calculus
Premise 1: If it’s raining then it’s cloudy.

Premise 2: It’s raining.

Conclusion: It’s cloudy

Three approaches to reasoning
1. Inductive

Generalize existing ideas

2. Abductive

Narrow down
existing choices

3. Deductive

Combined approach
to generate new
ideas

1. Inductive: conclusion is guaranteed “true”
2. Abductive: conclusion is probably “true”
3. Deductive: conclusion is a best guess
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1. Inductive reasoning
Based upon the evidence given, the premises seek to supply
strong evidence for the truth of a “highly probable” conclusion- but not an absolute proof.
Inductive reasoning forms the
basis of most scientific theories e.g.; Evolution, Big bang
theory and Einstein’s theory
of relativity.

2. Abductive reasoning
Seeks the simplest and most likely conclusion from the observations. Abductive conclusions have a remnant of uncertainty or doubt, they are the best available” or “most likely
explanation”.
A doctor making a diagnosis
based on test results. There is
not a 100% guarantee of correctness—just the best guess
based on the available evidence.

3. Deductive reasoning
The process of reasoning from one or more statements
(premises) to reach a logical conclusion. In deductive reasoning, a conclusion is reached reductively by applying general rules which hold over the entirety of a closed domain
of discourse, narrowing the range under consideration until
only the conclusion(s) remains.
If a = b and b = c, then a = c
‘All men are mortal’ and ‘Socrates is a
man’ the consequence is that ‘Socrates
is mortal’
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Syllogism

“All A are B,” “Some A are B”, “No A are B”
A logical argument that applies deductive reasoning to arrive
at a conclusion based on two propositions that are asserted
or assumed to be true.
Major premise: All humans (A) are mortal (B).
Minor premise: All Greeks (C) are humans (A).
Conclusion: All Greeks (C) are mortal (B).
Some cats (A) are black things (B)
Some black things (B) are televisions (C),
Some cats (A) are televisions (C).
Fallacy of the undistributed middle

Reduction to components as a method of investigation
Taking a thing apart, looking at the parts and putting it back
together is generally a good idea. This mechanistic interpretation doesn’t really work for living beings, or the Eco system though. It just encourages reductionist thinking.

The approach to analyze how
a gun works is not a good one
for understanding how our
mind works
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Circular logic: a new property emerging from
parts
The loop’ linking the parts of his regulator and sets the engine running,
there is no linear way to explain its
working. The logic becomes circular;
more importantly, the whole thing
has become more than the sum of its
parts. From the collection of elements
now in operation a new property,
self-regulation, emerges - a property
shared by all living things, mechanisms like thermostats, automatic
pilots, and the Earth itself.

Replication: Is the first person investigation of
the mind a reliable tool?
“All meditatively valid subjective experiences must be
verifiable both through repetition by the same practitioner and through other individuals being able to attain
the same state by the same
practice. If they are thus
verified, such states may be
taken to be universal, at any
rate for human beings.”

HH the Dalai Lama
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Buddhist debate: Full disclosure, Data recording and sharing and external review.
The study of reasoning and debate helps to get a clear picture of the world. All of us want to be able to understand
better, to assess the words of others better, and to express
ourselves more clearly. These skills develop with the practice
of debate.
“The point of debating is to help
one analyze. It’s a form of analysis. Really there are three steps:
first you listen to subject matter,
then you go into a debate court
and debate on the points you’ve
learned, then you go back to your
room and meditate on all of it.”
Geshe Dhundop
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12.
Teachers, scriptual authority
and the
Buddhist lineage
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12.1 The history of Buddhist teachings
A 2000 year tradition of mind investigation,
keen on dialogue with science
Shakyamuni Buddha, born in North India (563-483 BC),
studied the mind and developped a training program. It involves a combination of meditation, the cultivating of a compassionate attitude and the thorough use of logic and studies in order to form a correct view of reality. It is designed to
make us happy and reach our full potential. All sentient beings can complete this training program. And many have.

The projection of a destroyed Buddha statue in Afghanistan
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Mind training techniques: Refined for 2000 years

Countless variations of this program for people with different
mental dispositions were created by the holders of the various lineages in the last 2000 years.

Importance of the lineage/scientific community
Just as scientists are embedded in an environment and a
tradition, Buddhist scholars are embedded-in an uninterrupted lineage that dates back to the historical meditators. It
serves the same function as professional associations today,
which help govern the overall direction of individual practitioners in a way that preserves the integrity of the entire
profession. This prevents individuals from accepting extreme views
through their personal experiences
alone.
“This particular period of social
change in which a spiritual supermarket has developed. So we have
to be smart to beat the supermarket
mentality, to not be sucked in by it“
Chögyam Trungpa
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Thorough investigation using intelligence:
Sherlock Holmes-style
The findings of the Buddha and the
lineages of practitioners have not been
“revealed” to them in a spiritual awakening or presented by a deity. They
came to their view through their own
thorough investigations. You may take
it on board as a hypothesis- or not.

Direct line from first practitioners to us

“…what we receive has been handed down in a direct line
from one realized practitioner to the next, all the way from
the very first meditator who actualized the practice to the
present day…this absolute purity of the lineage of the practice is vital for the success of our own practice of the deity”
Geshe Tashi Tsering
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3 types of pupils
1. Upside vessel: you can try to poor water
into it but nothing goes in (like someone not
listening)

2. Vessel with holes: you have to
have an actual interest. (Unfocused
listening )
A dirty vessel. Wrong motivation (eg.
Learning because of wanting to be famous
instead of helping people)

The 4 ways we understand
One who learns by taking
hints.
One who understands after
learning the full details.
One who has to be led on by
systematic instructions.
One who just learns by rote.
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12.2 Validity of teachers
How can we tell if someone is a good teacher?
1. Morality (various levels) subdue the mind preventing
yourself from creating negative deeds
2. Concentration mind is pacified
3. Wisdom completely pacified
4. Having more qualities than the pupil
5. Needs to put in a good effort
6. Being rich in having received many teachings
7. Having realized reality (through hearing/ contemplating
and meditation)
8, Being skillful in talking (Doesn’t talk too much doesn’t
talk too little)
9. Compassionate (not being self concerned)
10. Does abandon getting discouraged.
A teacher needs to be a learned, disciplined, good hearted
individual, not being biased.
-identify behaviors that establish their credibility
-find common ground that enables mutual understanding
-develop a trust that allows one to know when to give the
benefit of the doubt. Words
are only meaningful if validated by one’s actions;
When people report strategies, feelings or beliefs, their
behaviors must correspond
with these statements if they
are to be believed.
“Working with an enlightened person is extraordinarily sensitive and pleasurable,
but at the same time, it
could be quite destructive. If
we did the wrong thing, we
might be hit or destroyed. It
is like playing with fire”
Chögyam Trungpa
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Teacher’s authority: Assessing the training of
your teachers consciousness
Buddhists posit that cultivated awareness is a requisite for
trusting the information gathered from the senses, so that
emotions and prejudices do not cloud one’s judgments. The
refinement of one’s ability to accurately perceive the world.
In this context it might be worth assessing the training of
someone’s consciousness.

The custom of waiting until someone asks before giving them teachings
Buddhist teachings are never forced upon
others against their will. No disciples are
sent out into the streets to convince people
how miserable they are, offering salvation
to those who will come and join them. The
motivation of the pupil is the key for the
teachings to trigger a mind transformation.
The very act of making a formal decision to
seek help and then requesting it creates an
energy within those seeking the truth that
prepares them to listen intently, not merely
with their ears but with their hearts as well. This is a far
more effective approach than giving teachings to students
who are not yet ready.
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The four reliances
We are always both: teacher and pupil
When judging the validity of another person’s report of their
thoughts and feelings it is useful to:
1.
Reliance on teachings not the teacher
2.
Reliance on meaning and not on the
words that express it
3.
Reliance on the definitive meaning and
not the provisional meaning
4.
Reliance on the transcendent wisdom of
deep experience not on mere knowledge

The role of the teacher
A major characteristic of all of Buddha’s teachings is that
they are designed to fit the needs and aptitudes of each
individual. Since we all have different interests, problems
and ways of life, no one method of instruction could ever
be suitable for everyone. Buddha himself explained that for
the purpose of reaching a particular disciple coming from a
particular background he would teach a particular doctrine.
Thus there could be certain times when it might be necessary to say yes’ and others when it would be more appropriate to say ‘no, even in response to the same question.
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“It’s like being in the forest at night and it’s completely dark.
So you’re trying to get out of the forest. But you don’t know
which direction to take. And then suddenly, the full moon
comes out and then the full moon helps you to see a little
bit better. So then you can see better and you can maybe
climb a tree and see where, which direction you want to
take. So then basically we’re trying to get out of the forest.
We’re not going to the moon. The moon helps us to get out
of the forest. So that’s a little bit like the metaphor I like to
use with Dharma and gurus. Because many people think the
guru is salvation. No. The guru will help you to understand
our own nature, but that’s not salvation. Salvation is in ourselves. And the further away we search from ourselves, the
further away we are from ourselves and the harder it is to
find that.”
Tenzin Ösel Hita

Receiving different types of Teachings
Teachings can have a bigger effect if received
personally instead of reading a book for example. Sometimes we need more than on
teacher as we may need teachings that are
not available from only one person. It is good
to have connections to multiple teachers for
future life times.
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“It’s almost impossible to find a guru in this world at this

time who has all the noble qualities of a Vajrayana master
described in the ancient tantric texts. But in the Mahayana
sutras the Buddha offered advice about what to do if we
can’t find an authentic master. He said if you encounter
a person who talks about buddha nature, such a person
should be venerated as the Buddha himself. If you think
about how many millions of people there are who talk only
about food and clothes and bank balances and never about
buddha nature, you see why the Buddha would say such a
thing. In this degenerate time, if you can find a guru with
even a few of these qualities, then you should consider accepting him or her as your teacher because such a person is
so rare, on the verge of extinction.”
Dzongsar Khyentse Rinpoche
‘You yourself should make the effort for your salvation. The
Buddha teaches you how to gain it. Those who enter this
path and who are meditative are delivered from suffering.’
Buddha
“The difference between spiritual materialism and transcending spiritual materialism is that in spiritual materialism
promises are used like a carrot held up in front of a donkey,
luring him into all kinds of journeys; in transcending spiritual
materialism, there is no goal. The goal exists in every moment of our life situation, in every moment of our spiritual
journey”
Chögyam Trungpa
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The Four Streams
Birth, ageing, illness, death

“Beings are swept along by
the powerful current of the four rivers,
Tightly bound by the chains of their karma,
so difficult to undo,
Ensnared within the iron trap of their self-grasping,
And enshrouded in the thick darkness of ignorance.
Again and yet again, they are reborn in limitless samsāra,
And constantly tormented by the three forms of suffering.
This is the current condition of all your mothers from previous lives— Contemplate their plight and generate supreme
bodhichitta.”
Lama Tsongkhapa
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INCOMPLETE Appendix of sources/quotes/inspiration:
1. Bodhicitta: Setting our motivation
Based on a film by Rajiv Mehrotra for The Foundation for
Universal Responsibility of His Holiness the Dalai Lama .
Cover photo Manuel Bauer Edited & illustrated by Christian
Jelen. The first edition of the book “A path to happiness for
young minds” is published by Hayhouse India
2. The clear light mind
Taken from presentations by HH the Dalai Lama
Picture inspired by a poster for the “SOCIETY FOR THE PREVENTION OF CRUELTY TO ANIMALS” Wallace and Belden
Ave.,Syracuse, N. Y.
Types of Bodhicitta: King-, boat- or shepherd -like Bodhicitta
Inspired by Universe in a single Atom
The Universe in a Single Atom is a book by Tenzin Gyatso,
the 14th Dalai Lama and published in 2005 by Morgan Road
Books. In this book Dalai Lama engages in several scientific
areas. He explores the topics of quantum physics, cosmology, consciousness and genetics in relation to Buddhism.
Pim van Lommel
Non-local Consciousness A Concept Based on Scientific Research on Near-Death Experiences During Cardiac Arrest
https://philpapers.org/rec/VANNCA-4
3. Sentient beings
Inspired by Geshe Tashi Tsering’s books for
“The Foundation of Buddhist Thought”
Methylation and epigenetics
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Tim Spector “identically different”
Most of the descriptions are inspired by Wikipedia entries
and general standard descriptions of Buddhist phenomena.
Plants
Inspired by an article in the New Yorker
The Intelligent Plant
Scientists debate a new way of understanding flora. Michael
Pollan December 15, 2013
The Hidden Memories of Plants
Inside a quiet revolution in the study of the world’s other
great kingdom.
BY SARAH LASKOW SEPTEMBER 05, 2017
Genetic Mutation
By: Dr. Laurence Loewe ( School of Biological Sciences, University of Edinburgh, Scotland, UK. ) © 2008 Nature Education
Citation: Loewe, L. (2008) Genetic mutation. Nature
3.14 The 3 bodies of a Buddha
Inspired by Geshe Tashi Tsering’s books for
“The Foundation of Buddhist Thought”
Inspired by Newspaper reports in 2020: 25 years after returning to Yellowstone, wolves have helped stabilize the ecosystem
4. Ignorance and resulting afflictions
5. The relationship between the human mind and the
human body
Stages of dissolution Inspiration taken from “Death, Intermediate State and Rebirth in Tibetan Buddhism” by Lati Rinbochay and Jeffrey Hopkins)
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Tibetan embryology
inspired by Dr Tragawa Rinpoche
The chakras and channels
Geshe Tashi Tsering’s description of the Chakras and Channels from Geshe Tashi Tsering, (2012). Tantra: The Foundation of Buddhist Thought, Volume 6, Wisdom Books, ISBN
1-61429-011-3
6.The Law of karma
Indpired by Geshe Namdaks teachings in the “Discovering
Buddhism” course 2021 at Jamyang London
“Evolutionary Psychology” by Dylan Evans and Oscar Zarate
Icon Books ltd 1999
6.3. Merit
Indpired by Geshe Namdaks teachings in the “Discovering
Buddhism” course 2021 at Jamyang London
7. Equanimity
Motivated reasoning: Julia Galef is the host of the popular
Rationally Speaking podcast, where she has interviewed
thinkers such as Tyler Cowen, Sean Carroll, Phil Tetlock and
Neil deGrasse Tyson.
8. Perception
Geshe Tashi Tsering The Foundation of Buddhist Thoughts
and Lama Yeshe teachings
9. From ignorance to Pranama
9.2 Chomsky’s 10 strategies of mind manipulation
10. A useful world view: techniques
Geshe Tashi Tsering “The Foundation of Buddhist Thoughts”
11. Conceptional perception: Tools to create integrative concepts
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12. Teachers, scriptural authority and the Buddhist
lineage
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